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• Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic • Officials investigating the ruins of the
signed an international peace planSunday Branch Davidian compound announced
designed to halt the war in Bosnia.
Sunday that the body of David Koresh has
The Athens peace conference was an im been identified.
portant step in moving towards realizing the
Using dental records and X-rays, the in
Owen-Vance Peace Plan, but few diplomats vestigators were able to piece together his
in Athens were willing to characterize the skull, which they had found crushed in the
signing as a breakthrough. Among other ashes of the compound. A bullet hole was
things, they cited the stressful signing condi discovered in the center of the forehead, but
tions and the fact that the plan still needs to be so far it is not been determined if the wound
ratified by the parliament
was self-inflicted or had occurred during the
The plan calls for dividing Bosnia into 10 federal raid.
provinces along ethnic linesand for Serbia to
Koresh's body was the sixth to be publicly
stop its aggression and "ethnic cleansing" in identified. All six show signs of gunshot
Bosnia. If Serbian leaders can be convinced wounds. Nine other bodies are tentatively
to halt their drive to create links between scheduled to be publicly identified soon.
Bosnian Serb territory and greater Serbia, the
plan will come closer toestablishing a strong • The Republican National Committee
cease-fire in the region.
made a formal apology to Republican
members of Congress for a letter they
• Israel announced Sunday that it will recently received from the RNC.
offer the Palestinians the most far-reach
The fund-raising letter threatened conser
ing self-government and autonomy plan vative membersof Congress if they voted for
yet.
President Clinton's economic plan.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin gained ap
"If you vote for President Clinton's mas
proval from his Cabinet to give Palestinians sive tax increases I will vote against you in
full and immediate administration in areas 1994," read part of the letter, which citizens
such as education, health care and law en received and were asked to forward to Con
forcement.
gress. The letter urged recipients to back up
Also recognized was the need for the Pal their opposition with "the largest contribu
estinians to collect taxesand directly manage tion I have ever made to the Republican
the West Bank and Gaza Strip economy.
Party."

Tram provokes more
questions than answers
Chris Woo
Staff Writer
To students who feel that tuition is high
enough, the tram seems to be a conspicuous
depletion of USD'sdisposable income, which
could be used for more scholarships or grants
to needy students. This USD luxury may be
an unnecessary waste of money; but to some,
it is their uncompromisable source of trans
portation and safety.
Associated Students and PublicSafety have
been working over the past two years on
ensuring dependable transportation for the
USD community through supplying a tram
service that disperses passengers from one
end of campus to another.
Clocking in over 17 hours a day and 200
gallons of gasoline a week, the tram makes its

daily rounds, adding another 700 miles to the
odometer. The route is less than a mile long.
"It is better to have the tram available for
students to use than to have some young
woman raped because she did not have an
escort service," said Parking Services man
ager, Gene Trebes. "I mean, what is the price
of safety?" Physical Plant refrains from dis
closing the exact price of the two custommade vehicles from its files.
The idea of a tram was originally derived
as an escortservice in 1990 when members of
AS and public safety worked to ensure fund
ing for two transportation vehicles.
By fall, 1991, both trams were running
regular rounds but throughout the past year,
one or the other has suffered continual mainsee TRAM on page 4

USD Names in the News
USD President Author Hughes will be
awarded an honorary degree by Dominican
College in San Rafael, Calif., at thecollege's
May 15 undergraduate commencement cer
emony.

working on a book about the Peace Corps.
Dr. Cobbs also has been honored with the
Stuart L. Bemath Book Prize for her first
book, "The Rich Neighbor Policy:
Rockefeller and Kaiser in Brazil."

Sr. Sally Furay, provost and academic vice
president, has received an Outstanding Ser
vice Award by the San Diego County Bar
Association for exceptional contributions to
the legal profession and the community.

Roy Brooks, professor of Law, has received
the Gustavus Meyers Outstanding Book
Award for his latest book, "Rethinking the
American Race Problem." The Meyers Award
is given annually or biannually for the best
scholarship on the subject of civil rights.

Dr. Elizabeth Cobbs, associate professor of
History, has been selected as a Woodrow
Wilson Scholar, one of 30 chosen worldwide,
and will spend the Fall 1993 semester at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.

Mary Jo Newborn, professor of Law, has
been appointed Chief Reporter to the Ninth
Circuit Judicial Council Committee for the
review of local bankruptcy rules.

• The Los Angeles Board of Education
voted Monday to allow schools to end yearround schedules.
The action came after the Board voted, 4 2, toauthorize parents, teachers and adminis
trators to return toa traditional September-toJune schedule.
Concern has been voiced that the decision
will place tremendous stress on the schools
because of the restructuring of spending, bus
routes, etc. accompanying an altered sched
ule. Despite some reservations, there has
generally been strong support forthechange.
• A massive fire engulfed a crowded
L Asuburban LAapartment complex Mon
day, killing nine people and forcing 75 to
flee for their lives.
As many as 100 firefighters and 16 ambu
lances were on the scene during the most
intense part of the rescue operation. Authori
ties at the site of the fire were unsure of the
cause of the fire, but said an investigation
would be initiated immediately.
• A Korean-War era jet crashed Sunday,
killing its pilot at the El Toro Air Show.
The jet, a restored F-86 Sabrajet, slammed
into the runway during an acrobatic display.
The pilot was in the tail-end of a vertical loop
when the incident occurred. No spectators
were hurt.

ed kotnik and John Scarry
USD's very own Resident Wave-ologists

Weather and Surf Forecast: May 7-9
Northwest swell will be showing around
Friday morning. Expect three to five foot
waves for Friday. The wave height will be
decreasing Saturday with waves still com
ing in around head high. The swell should
be dead by Sunday, so cut your last day of
class and go Friday.
As far as the weather for the weekend is
concerned, expect partly cloudy skies dur
ing the mid-day. Since there will be a
weak low pressure system, night and morn
ing low clouds will cover the coastal area.

Tides for the weekend:
LOW TIDE
HIGH TIDE
AM Ht PM Ht AM Ht PM Ht
F 5:11 -1.6 4:33 1.5 11:34 4.3 10:47 6.7
Sa5:57 -1.4 5:15 1.9(12:284.0) 11:306.3
Su 6:48 -1.0 6:03 2.3 — — 1:27 3.8

Any questions or comments? Please
submit your ideas to the News Mailbox
in the VISTA Office attention: ed's Surf
Watch. Thanks, ed kotnik.
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New Board of Trustees set
Mike Sarkissian
Staff Writer

Three new positions have recently
been filled on the USD Board of Trust
ees: Chairman, Vice Chairman, and a
new member to the board.
Daniel W. Derbes, president of Sig
nal Ventures, has been elected Chair
man of the Board of Trustees replacing
the late Ernest W. Hahn. Derbes has
been a USD Trustee since 1981 and Vice
Chairman of the Board since 1990. He
has also served the University as chair
of Academic Affairs and Annual Fund
Committees and USD Corporate Asso
ciates. Derbes is also a well-respected
member of numerous community ser
vice organizations, including the Na
tional Executive Board of the Boy Scouts
of America. He also has been involved
in the National Council for United StatesChina Trade and U.S.-U.S.S.R Trade and
Economic Council.
Originally from Cincinnati, Derbes
earned a B.S. in engineering from the
U.S. Military Academy and an M.B.A.
in management and marketing from
Xavier University. Graduating from
West Point in 1952, he served four years
as a U.S. Army officer in Germany,
France and the U.S. He then worked for
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of
Arizona.
Currently living in Rancho Santa Fe,
Derbes formed Signal Ventures, a pri
vate investment group, in 1989.

"Southern California has long ben
efited from Dan's gifted business and
civic leadership, and we are honored
that he has assumed the leadership of
our Board of Trustees, " USD President
Author E. Hughes said.
Filling the position of vice chairman
of the board is Joanne C. Warren, presi
dent of the Warren Family Foundation.
She has been a trustee since 1986, and
has served the University as chairman of
the executive committee of USD's suc
cessful "Education for a New Age" capi
tal campaign.
"Joanne's dedication to this Univer
sity has been felt at every level of cam
pus life," Hughes said. "It is a privilege
to have her as our new vice chairman."
Warren has given her time to many of
San Diego's leading arts and civic orga

Earn up to 15 units this summer

at SDSU's

Summer
June 1- August 20, 1993
• Nine sessions begin throughout the summer.
• More than 750 courses from 47 departments!
• Uncrowded campus — no parking congestion

Register by mail now, or in person
beginning May 3, at the College of
Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Avenue
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Call SDSU
Summer Sessions,
594-5152
for information or to
have a free catalog
mailed to you!

nizations. She has served on the boards
of the Globe Theater, the San Diego
Symphony, the San Diego Opera, La
Jolla County Day School, and Children's
Hospital and Health Center of San Di
ego. She has won many honors, includ
ing: Woman of Vision from the San Di
ego League of Women Voters (1992);
Philanthropist of the Year from the San
Diego Chapter of the National Society
of Fund-Raising Executives (1991); Out-

standing Volunteer Service from United
Way (1985); and Woman of Dedication
from the Salvation Army (1978).
Named as a new member to the board,
Chong Wan Kim will serve a three-year
term beginning Spring,1993.
Kim, president of C.W. Kim, is a
renowned architect and urban planner.
He has designed the Loews Coronado
Resort Hotel and helped plan the lightrail trolley stations for SANDAG and
the Metropolitan Transit District. His
projects have been praised in Architec
tural Record, the London Times, and the
New York Times.
Originally from Namwon, Chonbook
Province, Korea, he graduated from the
University of Washington in 1965. He
worked for six years for a Seattle firm,
and in 1971 won the Mellon Fellowship
from the University of California, where
he later received his master's degree in
architecture.
"We are delighted that Mr. Kim has
agreed to serve as a Trustee of this Uni
versity," Derbes said. "He and his fam
ily have embodied the importance of
higher education, and we will benefit
greatly from his counsel.."

AS president's fight with cancer
Adria Sandroni
Special to the Vista

"It was a life changing event," said Shane
Bohart in regard to his battle with cancer last
year. "It was then that my life became redi
rected."
In August of last year, Bohart discovered a
small bump under his right eyebrow. It was
originally diagnosed by his dermatologist as
being a harmless muscle growth and was
removed.
Two weeks later the bump returned and
had to be removed again. It was at this time
that Bohart was told that it might be more
serious than the original diagnosis, and was
sent to Scripps Hospital for a thorough ex
amination.
"The doctor said it could be one of two
things," Bohart said, "either a simple muscle
growth or a malignant tumor. That was a
Friday and I was told to wait until that Mon
day for a definite diagnosis."
"I asked my doctor what the worst case
scenario was," said Bohart. "He said that I

could have cancer spreading throughout my
head. Then I asked what the second worst
case scenario was,and he told me that I could
lose my right eye."
On Aug. 18, Bohart was diagnosed with
cancer. The four consecutive surgeries that
began on that day and ending three days later
were successful; all of the cancer was re
moved.
"I was just lucky that I caught it quick
enough," was how Bohart described the out
come of his operations. He said it was his
"cancer ordeal" that caused him to redirect
his life. "It made me realize that there are
more important things in life than a big house
and nice cars. It is about relationships and
your family — not about a good parking
space."
Bohart was told that he probably would not
be able to return to school this fall, but was, as
he said, lucky. He is currently finishing up
his last year at USD. At 22, Bohart will
graduate this May with bachelor's degrees in

see CANCER on page 4
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(CANCER
continued from page 3
both business and philosophy.
Bohart said that he has always been ambi
tious, and his goal before his cancer experi
ence was to make a lot of money. "I used to
want to be the big businessman who makes
the big bucks, but I have totally shifted my
ambitions in life."
After graduation, Bohart would like to
work on "the hill" and is currently applying
for fellowships and internships in Wash. D.C.
"Its about making society and the world a
little bit of a better place—it really is."Shane
said. "So, I now have political ambitions."
"This is my little badge of courage up
here," Bohart said as he pointed to the scar
above his righteye. "Looking back, I am glad
that it happened and wouldn't want to change
it"

•TRAM
continued from page 2
tenance problems. Most of the repairs were
covered by warranty, but that runs out at the
end of this semester.
Parking Services has proposed a $3,000 to
$4,000 slice of A.S. funds to help pay for the
tram.
All is not lost in the quest to improve tram
service. According to Sophomore Senator
Chris Dishman, both trams will be running by
fall, 1993. Future plans include an altered
route to the Dogpatch and equipping one of
the tramsfor disabled students. But, there are
no plans to seek a more environmentally
friendly alternative. "I think that [the tram]
should only run at night," said Kevin C.Papp.
"People should get off their lazy asses and
walk." But support for the tram runs high.
Dishman said,"The majority of students love
the tram."

gTUDENT gUMMER gTORAGE

,1

'No extra move-in costs!!!
• you pay only flrtl month's rent
• 3 miles trom campus
• sizes from $16 and up
• your own lock
• security lighting and fencing
office hours

9 fo 6 Mon thru Frl
9 to 5 Sat A Sun
gate hours
7 to 6:30 seven days

I

1501 Frazee Road - Fashion Valley

296-5200
•must mention It* od for noextra move In costs

CAREER
QPPORTUF0TJES
in I'asuranoe Sales
for Seniors graduating
in Dec.' 93 or May' 93
Contact Ken Flaherty
District Manager
Call Today
284-2236

America Can Depend on Farmers

"The Future of America"
Steven Patton

Special to the VISTA

"The Future of America" came early to
the USD campus. The General Motors In
ternship/Advanced Marketing Project had
the culmination of their semester's work
presented in a promotional extravaganza in
front of the UC last Thursday.
The event's futuristic theme was designed
to generate excitement and increase aware
ness about the sponsor, John Hine Pontiac
and the Pontiac line of cars. The future
theme was determined through a survey the
class conducted whichshowed that Pontiac's
were perceived as old fashioned and out
dated. The students realized after the survey
was tabulated that a drastic change of image
was needed to change this impression.
The image change was accomplished as
the class integrated the cars into a futuristic,
young and upbeat event. Some of the fes
tivities included the Pontiac TransSport

crowd favorite, the rave tent. "The special
effects in the rave tent rivaled that of an
international auto show," said class member
Tripp Kerr.
As well as General Motors, the class also
coordinated with local businesses to provide
donations for the prize giveaways. More
than 20 prizes were collected and given
away to students who filled out question
naires while in the cars.
At the inception of the class, John Hine
stated, "All people have todo is sit in the cars
and the cars will sell themselves." The class
took this advice and built the entire event
|around this central premise. The class suc
ceeded in that some 500 people sat in and
interacted with the cars.
The students' experiences in presenting
the
"Future of America" will help them as
John Hine does the "Orbitron."
they make the transition from the academic
Shuttle, live entertainment by Aural Plea world to the real world, proving that the
sure, a large display of Pontiacs, "Orbitron" classroom can work with business to the
rides, free food and prize giveaways and the benefit of both.
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Drink, drank, drunk
I Binge drinking continues to rise on America's college campuses
Jana Pratt
Special to the VISTA

As freshmen at a small WestCoast college,
John and his friends find regular entertain
ment in holding "Pink Elephant" parties. They
fill a garbage can with a gallon of grain
alcohol, some Kool-Aid and water. They
chug and gulp down thecontents until most of
the partygoers are either unconscious, sick or
too wasted to drink another drop.
For weeks afterward, they recount who got
sick, what got broken and who had the worst
hangover. Overall, they regard their parties
as highly successful.
Why do otherwise bright college students,
who earn decent grades and who can think
rationally about microeconomics or biology,
think that being out-of-control drunk is such
a great experience?
"It's simple," says Philip Meilman, a top
researcher who has scientifically surveyed
over 56,000 students who attend small col
leges, including some atUSD. "Small schools
tend to be located in environments where
there is less to do, so people may turn to
drinking more. And there's a greater ten
dency to conform to existing social norms as
well."
The information Meilman gathered on the
drinking habits of students attending small
universities is startling. At four-year schools
with enrollments under 2,500, students age
24 and younger average seven drinks each
week. Only 4.59 drinks areconsumed weekly
on average by students attending colleges
with 20,000 students or more.
Meilman's survey also found that at small

universities, students who get are getting
"D's" and "F's" average only 3.4 drinks.
About42 percentof the students said they had
gone on a drinking binge at least once in the
past two weeks. (Bingedrinking is defined as
consuming fiveormore drinks consecutively.)
Alcohol is popular on campus: 86 percent
of those surveyed said they used alcohol
within the last year and 45 percent said they
drank on a weekly or more frequent basis.
But how does this information directly
affect students here at USD? Why should
every student, even those who rarely or never
drink, start to take notice of the alcoholrelated problems on collegecampuses across
the nation?
The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism estimates that "a minimum
of three out of 100 deaths in the United States
can be attributed to alcohol-related causes."
Alcohol abusers place themselves and those
people around them at increased risk of inj ury
through binge drinking.
The statistics may not seem shocking, but
at a party or on the road you may not be able
to protect yourself from the life-threatening
actions of someone who has been drinking.
As the rates of alcohol-abuse on campuses
continue to rise, our chances of being an
alcohol-related statistic increase as well.
Another aspect of alcohol abuse that di
rectly affects every USD student involves
behavioral patterns that often accompany
heavy drinking.
Rapes, violent attacks and promiscuous
behavior have been documented on every
college campus. These are serious issues that
affect everyone who attends USD.

Every student at USD has a good chance of
being either a witness, victim or offender of
an alcohol-related crime within their four or
more years at the university. Everyone must
be aware of the tremendous effects alcohol
has on the entire campus.
Binge drinking is associated with a variety
of problem behaviors. From a health per
spective, studies of 14 four-year colleges in
Massachusetts show that binge drinkers are
three times as likely as non-binge drinkers to
indulge in unplanned sexual activity as a
result of heavy drinking. Binge-drinking
men are four times as likely to be involved in
arguments or fights.
These statistics may not be news to you,
and you may think that they do not apply to
your personal habits. But, it only takes one
unprotected sexual encounter to contract
AIDS. Today, falling prey to alcohol, even
once, can be deadly.
Despite the widespread public focus on
drinking habits in the college population, the
efforts of colleges to instill awareness and to
improve and coordinate prevention efforts
have failed toreduce the level of heavy drink
ers among college students.
Given the evidence, college students
throughout the nation have the right and
responsibility to question whether current
efforts such as the "Just Say No" campaign
are worth spending taxpayer money on. The
time has come for students to take binge
drinking seriously.
The research suggests a clear choice: rec
ognize the consequences or pay the price.
Before you take one drink too many, ask
yourself "Is it worth it?"

Ad scam
warning
EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW
Envelope Stuffing-$600-$800
Every Week
Free Details send SASE to:
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
Nicole Morin

Special to the VISTA

Beware the above advertisement recently
published in the VISTA.
After writing to International, Inc., I re
ceived a pamphlet that stated I would earn $3
for each envelope I stuffed. But I needed to
send in a one-time payment of $20 for a start
up kit. I wrote a check and mailed it the next
day, thinking my work would pay it off in the
first week.
Nearly two weeks later, I received a pam
phlet, "The Art to Scamming People." The
book contained detailed descriptions on how
to open one's own post office box and make
money by scamming people.
The company has bounced all of its checks
that it used to pay for advertising in the
VISTA. Additionally, the checking accoun
used by International, Inc. did not exist.
International, Inc. does not exist. Rather,
it feeds off naive students who will do any
thing to get some extra cash. There is no way
to trace back to the post office because it
changes post office boxes every three weeks.
This article is to remind students of the old
cliche, "If it sounds too good to be true, it
probably is."

JUST IN TIME FOR YOUR TRIP TO FAR AWAY PUCES

Elizabeth Guzman
Takes First Place With
Vehicle Loan!

GREAT DISCOUNTS
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INTERNAL FRAME BACK PACKS
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by MEI, Eagle Creek & Eastpak
EASTPAK
"Europa"
comp.148.00

Sale pribe

99.99
"International

detachable day pack & fanny pack
comp.195.00

Sale price

129.99

PrteM •ffactlva "til March 1,1993
1165S Garnet Ave.,
Pacific Beech
Phone 483-1421

Whether you're refinancing a vehicle through your credit
union or letting us help you buy a new or used one,
members like Elizabeth Guzman know their credit union
will give them their easiest road to great financing. We'll
put you in first place at San Diego Teachers' Credit Union.

San Diego Teachers' Credit Union

Where You've Come First Since 1929

(619) 495-1600
4470 Park Blvd., San Diego

5901 Balboa Ave., San Diego

8131 Allison Ave., La Mesa
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FREE MEAL
Buy 1 - G e l 1 Free
(of equal or lesser value with this Ad.
with purchase of drink)
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Japanese
& Chinese
Fast Food
573 W. VUU Way • VUta
79 Fay. Mdna Dr. • B«Mnd W«ndy'.
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME

945-1822

GRAND OPENING COUPON

25% OFF
ANY MEALS

No Limits per Order
(From $2.89 To $3.69)
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Ti Tobody even likes to hear
I \l theword. Whenonedoes
JL Y hear it, it usually bring
pictures to mind of people getting
angry at each other, screaming and
name-calling, arguing ad infinitum
, but never solving anything.
But it's a problem that won't go
away. In case you haven't guessed
it by now, the word is "abortion."
But at the risk of sounding too
simplistic and perhaps unsophisti
cated (I'm sure 111 be accused of
this), my contention is that the truth
of the abortion matter is simple and
admittedly tough.
Everyone can agree that people
have a right to live. If not, we
wouldn't prosecute murderers.
What people can't agree on is when
life begins. I'm not talking about
philosphical life here; it's people
who waste their time (at least when
it comes to abortion) pondering
about whether "experiences" of life
constitute life itself who find them
selves stuck in a philosphical man
tra with no end.
No, I speak of biological life.
This is the only logical place to
search for a solution; otherwise we
end up calling living, breathing
people not "alive" in the tradition of
philosophical babble.
So let us dare to ask the question

Mario
H. Lopez
of when life begins. Consider the
alternatives.
Does life begin at birth? If it
does, then we have to be willing to
allow abortions during the ninth
month of pregnancy and even up to
the day, hour, or even minute before
birth. But what essential difference
is there between the baby in the
womb five minutes before birth and
five minutes after? None, unless
one is going to highlight the fact
that the baby is connected to the
mother and be willing to say that
this reason alone doesn't qualify the
baby for life.
In this view, abortions must be
allowed all the way up to the minute
before pregnancy because the baby
is, in fact, a "parasite."
It is this problem that in the last
few years has madeit fashionable to
speak of life beginning at some
thing called "viability." Viability
means that the baby is able to live
outside the womb, physiologically
independent of the mother. This
choice seems rational because it

serves as a check to the ninth-month
problem, yet it seeks to ensure that
abortion will be available.
Question: If the baby can live
outside of the mother, does that
alone make it independent? If we
were to take a newborn infant, place
it on the ground and walk away,
how long would it survive?
If indeed the baby is parasitic
before birth, then it doesn't stop,
even after birth, because it needs
desperately someone to take care of
it This would make the child para
sitic up until an age where she could
take care of herself.
So, when does life begin? The
other option left is at conception.
This can be the only logical choice.
The fact is that biologically, you are
no different at this moment than
you were at the moment of concep
tion. Only two things have hap
pened: You've grown and you've
been given food,butneither of these
two things fundamentally alter you
from what you are.
At the moment of conception
everything that makes you who you
are is present in the newly formed
DNA: everything. Hair, skin, eye
color, allergies, propensity to be
come sick, voice, everything. Ath
letic ability, dexterity, artistic abil
ity, everything. The new DNA is

that of acompletely new person and
is not identical to that of anyone
else's.
What about other signs of life?
Within three weeks the baby's heart
starts beating; most women don't
even know for sure that they're preg
nant before this. Brainwaves and
all vital organs are present within
90 days.
The logical conclusion of all of
this is that the baby is indeed a life.
What about the mother's rights? No
one wants to take away constitu
tional rights.
But we all recognize that your
rights stop when they interfere with
someone else's. The baby is a life;
doesn't that merit protection? Sure,
it's inconvenient to carry around
someone else for nine months. But
we can't rewrite the laws of nature.
That's just the way it is, and we have
to recognize it.
Pregnancy used to be seen as a
blessing. How else to view a new
life coming into the world? Now,
pregancy is a curse. How did this
happen? So spoiled we have be
come, we demand comfort in abso
lutely everything, even if it means
that we deny life to 30 million in the
20 years since Roe v. Wade.
Women will have abortions re
gardless of the law, so why not just

keep it "safe and legal?" Answer:
Because to make actions legal sim
ply because the actions are per
formed is to legalize everything.
Theft is legalized because the laws
don'tdeter the thieves. The"they'lldo-it-anyway" argument is just not
a good excuse.
"I wouldn't have one but if other
people want to, fine." To those of
this opinion I say this: Search down
deep inside of yourself nd ask tough
questions: Why wouldn't you have
one? What gives you that gut feel
ing that it's wrong? You must have
some feeling like this, otherwise
you wouldn't write it off as an op
tion for yourself. Think about it
long and hard ~ should something
you know to be factually not right
be legal ?
And unwanted pregnancies?
Does it make sense to bring into this
world a child that will face eco
nomic hardship or whose parents
don't want him? To the latter the
answer is adoption. Go ahead with
the burden for nine months and just
give the child a chance toenjoy life,
and give someone a chance to find
joy through adoption. As for the
former reason: Since when do we
make decisions on somebody's life
based on financial status? Is pov
erty sufficient reason to deny life?
We should know better.
Abortion is one of the cruelest of
ways to die. Abortions by vacuum
find the child's limbs being ripped
off its body and its body being deci
mated. If saline is injected, the
solution slowly eats away at the
baby's skin and flesh until it's soft
enough to be suctioned out.
Come on America, wake up and
see what we have been doing. It's
a simple and logical outcome: choice
is fine except for when that choice
involves the flat denial of human
life.

USD, charge into the future!
It's a mess out there, but it is not hopeless for new graduates
Graduation is looming for the
Class of 1993. Many members
have mixed feelings: joy, relief,
panic, expectation and many more. "New World Order" remains a myth.
Students have heard the same, tired Despite these complex problems, there
cliches of how this class is the best is also great promise as technology
one ever (but wasn't that what was improves, communication quickens
said to last year's class?). The fact and there is some pressure for coun
is that reality is going to be making tries to behave more humanely.
The Class of 1993 faces enormous
a big impact in everyone' s life soon.
The world has changed a great challenges. The economy is weak (as
deal in the last four years. The many know all too well). There is a
Soviet Union is thankfully no severe dearth of leadership in Wash
longer in existence. America faces ington and around the world in gen
competition in many more fields eral. Perhaps the most challenging
than it previously did. Global poli thing is the overwhelming negativ
tics are in total chaos as the "Old ism.
Life today is constantly described
World Order" breaks down and the

VISTA Editorial

in negative terms. America is too
crowded. The young people are hope
less and clueless. The world is doomed
because of humankind. There is no
way America can compete with Japan
in anything. The beat goes on and on.
It is essential that this year's gradu
ates and everyone else keep some sort
of hope. Problems cannot be ignored;
they must be dealt with (even if you
are a politician). Still, when one lacks
hope, small problems become insur
mountable and large problems grow
into massive disasters. If one only
focuses on the negatives that are so
widely hyped, the joy of life quickly
disappears into a quagmire of tedium
and hardship. This is not what gradu

ates should be thinking about im
mediately after finishing years
of toil in the classroom and else
where.
Graduation is a time of reflec
tion for many. It represents an
abrupt breaking of past routines
and the onset of new endeavors.
It is not all joy, as some suggest,
and it also not all tragedy as oth
ers claim. It is simply a major
milestone on the motorway of
life.
So, to the Class of 1993, keep
the faith. It has been an interest
ing trip filled with triumph and
tragedy. It's time to link the past,
present and future. Charge!
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to the Editor
Cultural center query

Ward's World Wrap-Up

He goes out proven totally right

A

las, this is it. The last of
Ward's World. Instead
of the normal pounding of
liberals and other favorite targets,
this article will be serious, in a very
different way.
Rapidly approaching the end of
my collegiate days, I have been
thinking on a broad range of issues
(I can hear the laughs), some seri
ous and some not. One I have
focussed on is the changes I have
gone through. I am writing this
because life is about to get a great
deal more complicated.
When I was younger, I could be
come fascinated with the most ordi
nary things. I remember being cap
tivated by the pull-chain toilet in
my paternal grandparents' house in
England. Itwasjustapieceofdaily
life for them; for me, it was this
wondrous new device. Rushing a
toilet was never such fun! Shutting
a gate became an adventure. And
the cars! It was a thrill to see them
drive on the other side of the street.
And those orange double-decker
buses! There were trips to the bus
tling market where vocal vendors
competed forthecrowd's attention.
Then there was theamazing discov
ery that milk could come in glass
bottles toyour door if youputempty
ones out the night before, courtesy
of a man in a three-wheel truck. I

It is essential to
keep finding
some fun in life,
even if it is from
the most
mundane
things that only
some silly child
would enjoy.
can still reminisce about climbing
atop Ashurst's Beacon to gaze at
the Norman tower, the surrounding
countryside and even Liverpool.
The mind of a little boy was totally
filled with these marvels.
The same was true when I would
visit relatives in Canada. Playing
"Hi-Ho-Cherry-O" next to my ma-

may as well call Dr. Kevorkian.
There are so many problems and
challenges to face that one almost
has tolook for a bit of relief,even in
the most "silly" places, like going
across an old bridge.
For example, take how one deals
Iess-than-"USD-type"
ternal grandfather is one of the hap with
piest memories I have. It was just a weather. It is typically, "Oh, *$#@,
simple game, but it meant so much it's raining... Now I have to go get
more back then. There was an old, out the sweatshirt." When I was a
wooden poster bed that had seemed child, a change in the weather was
so tall and mighty to a curious boy. the gateway to fun. Snow meant
The basement offered all sorts of putting on my parka, snow hat, tiednew challenges. Even the metal together mittens and, of course, the
trash cans in the alley were some blue Woodward's plastic snow
boots. Snow was
thing to experithis neat sub
ence. I recall run
stance that al
ning about on the
lowed me to make
thick
grass
tracks. Itwasn'ta
throwing little
nuisance; it was a
Hughes Air West
benefit.
It was
cardboard planes
different.
It was
in the air and
fun.
If
we
would
thinking how
just
stop
com
much fun it was.
plaining
about
ev
I found the great
erything
being
so
est delights in
bothersome,
ordi
crossing the ven
nary or dull, we
erable
High
might notice that
Level Bridge in
there are some
Edmonton or re
fairly
good things
going
peatedly
round and round a traffic island. about life after all. The small plea
Winter meant driving around look sures of childhood, such as a fresh
ing at the beckoning Christmas sausage roll, can still be pleasures
lights reflecting in the snow among for "more mature" adults who are
the spruce and pine trees. I can still busy in "the real world." Heck, if I,
remember hearing the annual radio an unemotional, outmoded conser
message on Dec. 24: "Edmonton vative, can tell jokes and laugh,
radar is picking up an unidentified anyone can.
object with eight smaller objects in
This is probably not what anyone
front of it heading this way." That expected for my last article. I sure
was simply the most amazing thrill didn't. I just felt that maybe the
forachildatChristmas! Such petty subject was perhaps important
moments brought such great joy enough to write about. This article
(and still do)!
wasn't the most fiery; it was just the
Things have changed just a bit hardest to write, believe me.
since. There is far more things on
Just a closing reminder, try to live
my mind. The innocent days of up to the Mounties' motto, "Main
childhood are sadly gone. Still, it is tain the Right." Remember, Re
essential to keep finding some fun publicans will be back in '96.
in life, even if it is from the most
Finally, I would like to get really
mundane things that only some silly personal and greedy and thank the
child would enjoy. Being a child people who made all that I have
was fun because everything was so done possible. I owe a lot to USD,
new, so novel. I believe that every the VISTA staff, MHL ("the rich,
one could use a bit more of this white Boyeeee"),Sully, Servite, my
"childishness" in their lives. Life is friends (especially Justin and Dan),
a serious thing, but it can become God, my family and most impor
too serious if one does not find tantly, my parents. So, thanks to
some joy from the typical things them all.
and events of living. If not, you
Game over. Forward.

Michael
Ward

This is prob
ably not what
anyone
expected for
my last article,
I sure didn't

I think that the proponents of a
cultural center at USD need a real
ity check. The article (Apr. 22)
made it seem as if the minority
goups favor a center to reduce or
eliminate negativeattitudes against
minorities. They may be in for a
rude awakening.
The article stated that the minori
ties at USD want to have their cul
tural differences valued and re
spected. The addition of centers
dedicated to minorities at other uni
versities has not discouraged preju
dice or encouraged understanding.
Often the buildings suffer racist or
anti- (fill in the blank) vandalism.
We must realize that a cultural
center will not miraculously rid the
campus of people who get annoyed
when they hear another language or
see a homosexual couple. I ques
tion how realistic that goal would
be. How does one measure such
intangibles as value and respect or
know when sufficient respect is
given to minorities? How many
buildings and courses will it take?
Building a cultural center would
benefit the minority groups because
it would providea place to meet and
would also provide a location for
books and other resources related to
minorities, which USD is lacking.
I applaud USD's efforts so far to
make USD a more friendly campus

to all people and I hope that USD
continues toseek other ways to con
tinue to promote a greater apprecia
tion for cultural diversity while
avoiding indoctrination and
favortism towards particular groups.
NAME WITHHELD UPON
REQUEST

Still working
In response to the "Working
Woman," I would like to provide a
perspective. I understand that the
poem created a lot of diverse opin
ions, many of which go against the
Catholic Church's teachings. How
ever, in response to Gabrielle Brant
and Erik Wahl, I would like to point
out that most art and literature that
we encounter every day is meant to
shock. The Impressionists were
radicals, and we respect them im
mensely for their contribution to
our outlook on art. Charles Dickens
wrote commentaries cm aspects of
his society that he found absurd
which were meant to shock the
people. The arts have always at
tempted to make people think, and
sometimes this entails shock. How
ever, we look back to the things that
used toshock and think them trivial,
and we need to put this perspective
on what shocks now. If thinking is
so shocking for so many in our
community, perhaps they ought to
consider not being educated.
LIA PRIMERANO

OPINION'BLIPS & BITES-".''
Spotted at Asylum's "The Day:" Loryn Johnson, who wrote a
letter condemning Mike Ward for criticism of Earth Day. She was
smoking and drinking out of a wax cup with a lid and a straw.
Johnson is president of Student Environmental Action Club.
Point, game, set, match for Ward.
"Another museum."—Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan's answer to
Sen. Paul Simon's question on what would happen if no action is
taken in Bosnia.
White House budget director Leon Panetta labeled the North
American Free Trade Agreement's hopes of passage as a "dead
duck." The next day White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers
said, "NAFTA is alive and well."
"Other than hockey, it's the only thing in the world we Canadians
influence a lot" — Gen. Lew MacKenzie, the former UN com
mander in Bosnia, on Canadian peacekeeping missions.
"Sleep around all you want butdon'tget married." — Lawyer and
feminist Debra Koenig to a group of seventh-graders during Take
Our Daughters to Work Day.
"I don't like to use the word 'sacrifice.'" -Clinton, May, 1992.
"It will not be easy. It will require sacrifice."- - Clinton, Jan. 20,
1993.
"I'm sure - after almost five weeks in office- that there are more
cuts coming." - Clinton, Feb. 23,1993.
"The president has no specific cuts in mind and no schedule for
making them." - George Stephanopoulos the next day.
"My first 100 days will be the most productive in modem history."
- Bill Clinton, June 23,1992.
"People of the press are expecting to have some 100-day program.
We never ever had one." - Dee Dee Myers, Jan. 12,1993.

The Greatest Hits
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Special Collector's Edition

Two longtime Opinion section writers review their
VISTA careers with excerpts from previous columns...
• Ward's World:
Irreverent
satire and point blank attacks on
liberalism.
On communism & Prof. Gil
Oddo:
"... there are still people who be
lieve communism is a viable sys
tem. It must be noted that most of
these people live in non-communist
countries."
On lack of a decent Republican
presidential candidate:
"Where are you Teddy Roosevelt?
Abraham Lincoln?"
On San Francisco's warped judi
cial system:
"They say justice is blind. In San
Francisco, justice is not only blind,
it is deaf and dumb."
On ice hockey:
"The NHL is the new frozen world
order."

Michael Ward

On Ronald Reagan:
"We caught the end of the
World War II era with the
optimism of Ronald Reagan
and are now victimized by the chasm
that has followed."
On Bill Clinton:
"The seemingly impossible has hap
pened: Jimmy Carter is looking
better and better all the time."

"I've decided that this country will
have to bear the brunt of your atten
tion to preserve some sanity in the
rest of the world."
"Rome burned while Nero fiddled.
Sarajevo burns while Clinton plays
the sax."
"We are facing Armageddon."
"This isn't the Vietnam War draft
again you know. If one person
defers the draft, the military can
still fight. If a country defers a
crisis, it usually suffers heavily."

• Lopez: A never
ending barrage of
shots against the left
and defender of right
thinking

"He is the octopus candidate, spew
ing out nebulous ink whenever
trouble like the draft nears and then
slips away."
"Sorry even Santa has his limits.
The sleigh just isn't big enough to
cany all the necessities." (The 1992
Christmas list)
"One major lesson I learned is that
my fears about the Clinton Admin
istration were, if anything, far too
modest"
On Jack Kemp:
"I '11also be longing for Jack Kemp's
salvage boat to arrive in 1996. God
speed."
Peace:
"Peace is not maintained by a lack
of weapons; it is maintained by ju
dicious possession of weaponry."
"Peace is certainly a wonderful

"Employment
based
on
achievement?
Nah, makes too
much sense."

When Gorbachev attacked the Baltics:
"Now the smile begins to fade and the iron
teeth come into proper focus."
Gorbachev as "man of the decade"
"The truth is that Gorbachev was forced into
defeat. We have an aggressive American
foreign policy to thank for that."

"It would be quite a sight to see a protestor
approach a survivor of a Nazi concentration
camp and explain to them how 'war never
solves anything.'"

The liberal media gets theirs:
"If the media would have told the truth about
what happened in the 1980s, Bill Clinton
would never have been elected."

"Why did they not march on the Soviet em
bassy in Washington to protest Gorbachev's
barbaric crackdown in the Baltic States?"

The "Index to Correct Opinion," a guide
used by media to bias stories:
"The 'index' opens with a great little quote:
'Only by constant iteration can alien truths be
impressed upon reluctant minds.' Hmm,
sounds a tad Orwellian, doesn't it?"

To the son of a USAF pilot:
"Hopefully, he will realize that his father
perished in the skies above the desert helping
to make sure that future maniacal despots will
think twice before attempting tocommit hor
rible acts against other people, maybe on his
children, or even on yours."
Against affirmative action:
"In the long run, the reality of affirmative
action is that it draws lines based on ethnicity
instead of erasing those lines."

"Some think itshould be peace
at whatever the cost. Remem
ber that Neville Chamberlain
thought it was. The result was the
Second World War."

On politicians:
"Do people with minor details in
their lives, like driving off a bridge
or being bribed by a S&L represen
tative, deserve to govern?"
On race relations:
"It's the Golden Rule that is the
ideal, not the Bronze-GoldenTanned Rule of different levels of
equality."

The separation of church and state:
"Contrary to what many believe, there is no
'wall of separation' of church and state writ
ten into the U.S. Constitution. Those who
think there is should try reading it someday."

broke his promise (to Yeltsin) ...
How could he be expected to keep a
deal?"
Environmental extremism:
"Earth Day is the nadir of thespring.
It is a day of half-truths, socialism,
America-bashing and outright lies."
"Even if facts say otherwise, surely
we have stop to logging in Arizona
in casea spotted owl had ever vaca
tioned there."
The event celebrated on April 1.
"Today is the day America honors
its liberals."

Gorbachev:
"Gorbachev could become Gover
nor of Massachusetts. Having seen
his country turn into an economic
basket case,Gorbachev should feel
right at home in Boston. Who
knows? It could lead to a presiden
tial nomination. It's happened be
fore."

• Ward, 22 , is an international
relations major and economics mi
nor. He lives in Yorba Linda,Cali
fornia. He has served as assistant
editor for three semesters and writ
ten for two years. Frequent insults
towards him include "neo-nazi,
zionist," "fascist" and "damn Oiler
fan." His future may include going
to Western Canada or the U.K.,
"Like all Soviet leaders, Gorbachev especially if Hillary is reelected.

then youare mes
tizo. Sorry to
break it to you
guys, but Mexi
cans are not indigenous people."

Mario H. Lopez

On peace protestors:
"No one is anti-peace, some people just real
ize that negotiations only work when both
sides have good intentions and that, unfortu
nately, peace is sometimes unjust."

Defending the Gulf War
"Maybe war is wrong, and we should have
negotiated... maybealso one should look the
other way and walk on by if one ever sees a
woman being raped in an alley."

thing, but so is survival."

The ACLU's disdain for Christianity:
"Like Count Dracula, the ACLU has shown
its disgust for crosses everywhere."
Feminazis:
"Some PC feminists have argued that all sex
is fundamentally rape and have called on
women to recognize their 'inescapable' les
bianism and destroy the family altogether."
Carter vs. Reagan:
"Even comparing the highest 1 percent dur
ing the Reagan years to the highest one per
cent during the Carter years we see that in
come gains for this elite group was 160 per
cent higher when Carter was president."
Liberals & the Cold War:
"They insist on celebrating the victory as if
they were the ones responsible for it, when in
reality, they oppossed every policy ever meant
to bring the victory about to begin with."
Opposition to Clarence Thomas:
"The NAACP is supposed to be for the ad
vancement of all colored people, right?
Wrong."

The "tolerance" of Christianity:
"Among the colorful phrases I've heard to
describe [the Christian] are: Right-wing
zealot, religious fanatic, Nazi, Bible-thump
ing hate-monger, mental dinosaur... you get
the picture."

The lesson Fidel Castro has yet to learn:
"It will be difficult for Fidel to continue
aimlessly navigating the Cuban galley in the
sea of socialism."

On the identity of Mexicans:
"Unless you are in the 2 percent of natives
still left in the very rural areas of Mexico ...

The plight of inner-city schools
"Decent students are forced to go to class
every day practically having to wear a bullet

proof vest. And what is Clinton's solution?
To fund the bureaucracies even more, just
like they want him to."
USD as a politically correct school:
"Olin Hall, formerly housing the school of
business, is now the Castro School of Eco
nomics."
The education lobby's rejection of school
choice:
"Liberal interest groups have demonstrated
their disgust for real change by endorsing Bill
Clinton."
Soviet hard-liners before the coup:
"Even if the hard-liners win the struggle, their
days will be numbered. Not even that age old
instrument of evil, the KGB, will be able to
keep them propped up for long."
Multiculturalism:
"Multiculturalism should be about facts and
inclusion. It shouldn't be a tool for spreading
PC, a political ideaology and agenda that
indoctrinates students with lies and furthers
hatred."
Euthanasia:
"Murder as a solution to pain may make it
seem as though everything comes to a nice
and tidy ending and may relieve us of the
'burden' that sustaining life puts on us, but it
is murder nonetheless."

•Lopez has been Opinion editor for two years
and has written for three. He is a Political
Science major and a minor in Philosophy.
He's been accussed of fostering an all white
USD and been called prejudiced and racistt
against his own ethnicity. I don't know, you
figureitout. (P.S. Thanks to God,Mi Familia,
the Warden, and all VISTA nerds -- MHL)
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USD builds community
Danielle Elliott
Staff Writer

Intramural sports?
Been there, done that
AS positions? Been
there, done that Greek
system? Been there,
done that. Clubs and
organizations? Been
there, done that So
what does the average
USD student, who has
participated in one or
more of these activi
ties need, to make her
or his years here com
plete?
"A life changing ex
perience," boasted
Mary Ellen Pitard, as
sociate director of
Campus Ministry. She
spoke in reference to
one of her pet projects,
Tijuana House Build
ing. Shecontinued, "A
part of me wishes that
doing this project was
a graduation require
ment It is something students form a chain to haul materials up hill to build a home for a needy family.
that students need to
do." She admitted that it is an experiencethat
Pitard admitted that she was physically the learning experience that the program of
assaults one's senses. "You see things that drained when she returned. "And I hadn't fers. Of the 250 students, approximately 40
you have never seen before," she stated.
even done anything. I was just blown away are chosen. "The number chosen is higher
The program originated seven years ago by the poverty just 20 miles south of our than the number that will go because some
when the Esperanza program, a Mexican home. I had been unaware and decided that people will come up with unexpected con
organization that helps build houses for the there had to be a way to help," she said. Soshe flicts," Pitard explained.
poor, invited Pitard and Father Mike McKay started the program.
"Choosing is difficult, and graduating se
(former director of Campus Ministry) to tour
This attitude is also what motivates many niors do have priority," she admited, but she
of the students to go. Students are enticed by tries to arrange for everyone to go at least
some of their projects.

once. Once a per
son has gone, un
less heor she are on
her committee, that
person drops to the
bottom of the list to
go again.
John Held, a
junior and the
weekend coordina
tor for the most re
cent Dip, which oc
curred April23-25,
has gone every year
since he was a
freshman. The de
sire to help was part
of his motivation.
He explained,"We,
a groupof about 30
students, go down
into Tijuana, usu
ally
eastern
Tijuana, to differ
ent colonias, or
colonies, and focus
on building one
house the size of a
one-car garage."
John admits
that the experience
involves a great
deal of culture
shock. 'The house that we build is for six
people. My room here is bigger than that.
The two worlds are so different, USD and a
third world country".
A lot of physical labor is involved. The
foundation may be there for the group when
it arrives, but it does everything from then on.
see TIAJUANA on page 10

Freedom, liberty and the Mexican-American way
Tanya Kuzyk
Staff Writer

"Give me your tired, your poor,
your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free." Carved at the base of
the Statue of Libertyon Ellis Island,
these words reveal the American
ideology of freedom, liberty, equal
ity and individualism. Yet in this
nation founded upon immigration,
this ideology appears to be forgot
ten as debates rageand tensions rise
over the massive immigration of
legal and undocumented Mexicans
into the United States.
Across the14-mile stretch of the
Mexican-American border from the
ocean through dry brush tothe loom
ing desert mountains along South
ern California, border scholars be
lieve that half of all illegal entries
into the U.S. occur each year.
In 1990, one million illegal foreign
ers entered the U.S., most of them
across that Mexican border.
The numbers are staggering.
During the 1970s and 80s, figures

show that 50 million legal Mexican
immigrants entered the United
States. Further statistics show that
betweenl970 and 1988 the number
of Chicanos residing in the U.S.
quintupled to 4.1 million.
What sparks many debates over
the issues of Mexican immigration
is not only the number of legal im
migrants, but the flow of undocu
mented Mexican immigrants that
also enter the U.S. across the bor
ders each year.
In the last 20 years, the number
and proportion of undocumented
Mexican immigrants has risen
sharply. In 1991 alone, the U.S.
gatekeepers in San Diego blocked
52,000 fraudulent entries into the
U.S. and reports from the Border
Patrol reveal that officers nighdy
preventl,500 immigrants from at
tempting illegal entry.
As a result of both legal and un
documented Mexican immigration
into the U.S., the population of
native Chicano and Mexican-born
immigrants living in the U.S. tripled

between 1970and 1988 and by 1988
the Chicano-origin population of
the U.S. grew to 12.1 million.
The reasons for this massive
immigration by Mexicans to
America are many and include the
widening disparity between
Chicano and U.S. earnings, de
creased jobopportunities in Mexico
for a population that has grown by
over 3 percent each year since 1960
and the development of Chicano
migrant networks between the U.S.
and Mexico. These increase the
desire for Mexican immigrants to
seek a higher standard of living for
themselves and their children.
Many U.S. residents are alarmed
not only by the sheer numbers but
the fact that most Mexican immi
grants come to America to stay, not
just to work.
Indeed, half of all Mexican im
migrants are living in the western
U.S., the majority in California.
Latinos make up 30 percent of Los
Angeles County's population. Sta
tistics show that the percentage of

whites in San Diego County will
decrease during the '90s from 74
percent to 60 percent, while the
Latino population will increase from
14 percent to 23 percent.
With the massive influx of Mexi
can immigrants into the work force,
many people feel that complex so
cial, political and economic issues
are being created.
In a Business week/Harris poll,
68 percent of Americans responded
that today's immigration is bad for
the country, and in Southern Cali
fornia opinions are similar.
Immigration in San DiegoCounty
is being blamed for everything from
rising unemployment to the spiraling state budget deficit. One angry
San Diego resident cried at an antiimmigration protest at the San Di
ego border, "Borders are breaking
down everywhere, and it's fright
ening. There is a general concern
that the economic standing of whites
is slipping."
Anti-immigrant protests and
mounting incidents in which illegal

aliens and Chicanos are the victims
of violent assaults by whites plague
San Diego border towns as resi
dents claim that Mexicans come not
to work, but to steal, break into
people's homes and bring drugs.
Interestingly enough, San Diego
police say that they find no evi
dence that illegal aliens commit
more crimes than the general popu
lation.
One major argument for stricter
controls on both legal and undocu
mented immigration is the deple
tion of state public service funds by
Mexican immigration. Although
undocumented immigrants are un
able to receive federal public assis
tance benefits, they are eligible to
receive state funded public service,
such as education and welfare.
Many argue that there is a dispro
portionate demand on public ser
vices by Mexican immigrants and
the amount they are able to return to
the state. In fact, Mexican immisee CHICANOS on page 10
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$3000 for every trip. Thisproject is
not funded by USD, though Cam
continued from page 9
pus Ministry's budget does allow it
By the end of the weekend another to cover any shortfall. Pitard said,
fortunate family has a place it can "The University will make up small
call home.
differences, provided its not $2500
Pitard explained,"The house this of the $3000." But she believes, "If
year was being built on a hill, so it God wants us to build the houses
was necessary to have an assembly and help the poor, He will provide."
line to get the cement blocks up the And He does.
hill. Also, there are no wheelbar
Pitard's project is not easy. She
rows, so everyone has tohaul buck mentioned some of the personal
ets of cement. Icouldn'teven really sacrifices involved for the volun
lift them." But all the work got teer students. "It's hard to be away
done.
from your family,sometimes miss
Unfortunately, Pitard and her ing out on important events, not to
crew can't do this more than once a mention knowing that you can't go
semester, as it is necessary to raise to the bathroom all day, or shower

more than once the entire week
end."
But the sacrifice is well worth it.
"I don't know one person who has
come back from this weekend not
having changed at all," Pitard
mused, "We try to achieve solidar
ity with the people there. You learn
to appreciate the small things in
life, like clean drinking water."
John Held goes down there "to
helpthose whoneeditmost" Pitard
does it becauseshe believes that it is
easy to say others need help, but the
challenge is to "walk what you talk."
And this is just what she, John and
many other students on this campus
do.

worked on Northern San Diego
County
farms in 1990, yielded $770
continued from page 9
million in strawberries, tomatoes,
grants pay $90 billion in taxes and avocados and other valuable pro
receive only $5 billion in welfare. duce. Throughout the county and
Comparatively, 8.8 percent of im elsewhere in California, homeless
migrant householdsreceive welfare Mexican day laborers and migrant
while 7.9 percentof all native-born workers play an important role in
American households do.
the local economy.
The typical counter-argument is
Whichever side of the immigra
that these low figures ignore other tion battle is correct, itis impossible
public services such as education. to ignore that the economic progress
Of public services, education is the of Mexican immigrants, both legal
most affected by Mexican immi and undocumented, will affect the
gration (legal and undocumented). nation's economic future and will
Yet education's long-term effects depend on public and private in
outweigh the costs as an irreplace vestment in education. Addition
able investment in human capacity ally, as Mexican immigrants in
and potential.
crease their demand for public ser
Although Mexican immigrants vices, they will exert increased po
do compete for jobs with less-skilled litical influence on local and na
American workers, they come to tional affairs.
this country to work and aid the
Like the immigrants of America's
economy byseeking work that many past, Chicano immigrants seek em
Americans disdain.
ployment in the U.S. in order to
The thousands of immigrants, achieve better lives for themselves
legal and undocumented, who and for their children.

America was built on immigrants
who sought economic and political
freedom and to escape oppression.
Yet like their ancestors, many
Americans privately and publicly
worry thattoday's developing world
immigrants will not repeat the suc
cess of yesterday's upwardly mo
bile Europeans.
America needs to take lessons
from history and accept this mas
sive wave of immigration as a part
of living in a rich, powerful, attrac
tive and democratic society. The
vast majority of legal and undocu
mented immigrants are hard-work
ing members of the labor force and
contribute valuable ideasand inno
vations to American society, help
ing themselvesas well as this coun
try. Like early immigrants, they
will take on American characteris
tics, eventually become American,
and give America a new flavor in its
already brim-full, melting pot.
Without diversity, America would
be a poorer and duller society.

|
CHICANOS

Is this the end of White Fang?
excessive hunting of adult male been quick to approve the wolf kill
caribou in the area.
while neither endorsing a plan that
Some biologists including an in explains the scientific rationale for
dependent wildlife scientist, Dr. its actions nor allowing adequate
Haber who has studied wolves for time for public review.
Throughout time wolves have
more than 25 years, believe there
are better ways to create sizable been given a bad rap often depicted
moose and caribou yieldsother than in stories as murderous and evil
resorting to wolf control.
creatures. It wasn't until the early
Already there are more than 1,000 1940's that wolves were studied
wolves killed each year. ADittman seriously by scientists who dis
poll, commissioned by Wolf Ha proved this common image and
ven, a pro-wolf action group, and amazingly enough wolves continue
Alaska Wildlife Alliance found that to be sought out and killed daily.
the majority of Alaskans were op Only through public outrage, peti
posed to the aerial killing of wolves. tions and media attention will
The government and Bill Brewster, Alaska's plan to kill the wolves
Minister of Renewable Resources, aerially in the Yukon Territories be
a former big game outfitter, have stopped.

Justin Mac Naughton
Staff "Writer

Starting in February of 1994,150
wolves in the Yukon Territories will
be shot from helicopters as part of
an experiment. The Alaska Dept.of
Fish and Game (ADF&G) is the
party behind thisdecision thatcould
mean the end to 75 percent Of the
wolves in or around Klaune Na
tional Park.
The ADF&G believes that the
slaughtering of these wolves will
benefit tourism in Alaska by pro
ducing more caribou, a common
prey to the wolf. But in fact, the
wolf kill has been caused by the
•

Cesar Chevez died April 23 at age 66.

Good heart plus strong
mission eqauls Chavez
| Chicanos mourn
the lose of their
influencial political
leader
Santos Ganzales
Special to the VISTA

On April 23, Cesar Chavez, an
outstanding leader of the Chicano
movement died at the age of 66.
Chavez spearheaded the United
Farm Workers campaign to boycott
grapes in the late sixties and contin
ued his work until his death. He
brought to the attention of the na
tional media the plight of the
farmworkers and helped togain sup
port from the public for what came
to be known as "La Causa", the
cause of social justice for
farmworkers.
Through the union, United
Farm Workers, he fought for better
working conditions and pay for
farmworkers.
Chavez, who opposed violence
tried to keep his strikes peaceful
and used the tactic of hunger strikes
to publicize his peaceful intentions.
He is most known for leading a 300

mile protest march from Delano t<
Sacramento in 1966 and for his 2!
day fast in the winter of 1968.
But his accomplishments an<
infulence are not only on the agri
cultural fields but expand into othe
areas of the Latino stuggle for civi
rights and equal treatment. No
only did he fight for justice for th«
farm workers but he also unifier
people for a cause and opened th<
door for many Latinos. His worl
triggered a Mexican-American re
naissance and many new creativi
voices emerged. The common roo
underlying thesecreative voices wa
self-recognition.
"He restored peoples' culture
pride and gave them a voice. Hi
represented everything our struggli
was and still is today ;education
pride, leadership, and love." said;
young man at Chicano Park Da;
where people gathered to show thei
support for the Chicano movement
His funeral was attended b;
hundreds of mourners includinj
MEChistas from various San Di
ego universtites and his phrase, "S
se puede", (It can be done), echoet
through the Delano agriculture
fields.

?
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ingles: school systems need to diversify

below grade level than are other Chicanos
and
Other minorities. A most alarming fact is
Special to t he VISTA
that only 53.3 percent of all Mexican-Ameri
In manyU.S. states, the clear majority of cans, as compared to 85.7 percent of Anglo
students, graduate from high school. High
class, white, Enlish-speaking. Currently, dropout rates begin during junior high and
more thanS2percentof the minority school- continue throughout the high school years.
aged population is from Spanish-speaking Nearly one-half of Mexican-Americans do
homes. The U.S. population will have not finish high school at all.
shifted dramatically from a predominantly
Another disturbing fact is that white a
white population toone that issubstantially mere 2.2percent of the Anglo population has
"other-cultured."
less than a fifth-grade education, for Mexi
Hispanics' educational achievement is can-Americans the figure is 17.1percent.
the lowest among all minority groups in the
In principle, the American education sys
U.S., with the exception of Native Ameri tem has always been one in which English is
cans. Mexican-American youth are more indisputably the language of emphasis. Ibis
likely to be enrolled two or more years principle has come under increased scrutiney
Alicia Mattln

as more evidence points to foe conclusion
that the American educatonal system has
failed. It has also given rise to the call for
biiinguai-bicuitural education, not only for
Mexican - Americans, but for all minorities.
The rationale for biiinguai-bicuitural edu
cation is that foe use of foe children's native
language and homeculture enhance learning
and reinforce self-concept One of the first
steps is to shift the burden of the blame from
foe victims to the intransigence of teaching
traditions, philosophies and materials. It
must be kept in mind that changes in the
makeup of those who are receiving educaion
unavoidably necessitate changes in the sys
tem. §1
Programs such as ESL (English as a Sec

ond Language) have attempted to alleviate
the edcuational probltr.es faced by Mexi
can-Americans and other minorities. ESL
are language reinforcement courses that
concentrate solely on language instruction
for children who enter school with a native
language other than English.
Education for Mexican-Americans not
only benefits the Mexican-American popu
lation; inequities in foe education system
for all minorities in the U.S., according to
national reports,suggest incrememtal losses
in the productive capability of foe entire
nation. This reality makes the issue of
education for Mcxian-Americans a topic of
great concern to the public. Hopefully
national assistance will be provided.
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Environmentally aware CD's
Justin Mac Naughton
Staff Writer

RECYCLING'S MORE
THAN JUST BOTTLES
AND CANS!
The USD Recycling Committee
Is Having An Auction To Raise Money
For New Recycling Bins!
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Friday, June 4
Valley Parking Lot (Adjacent to the Santa
11:00 am to 3:00 pm

Anita Missions)

ITEMS TO BE AUCTIONED: DESKS, CHAIRS, TABLES, AND MUCH MORE!
"Open House" will be held June 1 - 3 from 12:00 - 1:00 in the Valley Parking Lot. If your
department is in need of any items such as desks, chairs, etc., come to the "Open House"
to select what you need. Items for department use only will be free of charge.

DONATIONS ACCEPTED
Moving and don't want to take it with you? Donate your items to be
sold at the auction (Jurniture, clothing etc.). A collection area will be set
Up in the UC Foyer. (For larger items that need to be picked up, call General Services.)

For more information call:
Lou Magana x4536
Greg Zackowski x4796

Just over a month ago, The National Asso
ciation of Recording Merchandisers (NARM)
decided to do away with the excessive pack
aging that accompanies compact discs.
What was commonly referred to as the
long box, the cardboard container that is used
to encase compact discs(CDs), is being phased
out by record stores throughout the country.
Any CD packaged and produced after April
1st will no loner be shipped to record stores in
long boxes which is commonly viewed to be
wasteful and environmentally unsound, but
only in the plastic container inside the longbox
that houses the CD, commonly known as the
jewel box.
NARM's decision to stop packaging CD's
in these long boxes was the result of a contro
versy that started several years after CD's
first hit stores nationwide in the early '80s.
The controversy was between NARM,
whiffh favored switching over to the jewelbox-style packaging and record store retail
ers, who would be stuck with the costly
expense of conversion. During the late '80s
as environmental awareness became an is
sue, NARM started to receive petitions from
environmental agencies, the public and from
some recording artists, all who wanted CD's
packaged in a more environmentally sensi
tive fashion.
The strongest argument against the long
box was the amount of unnecessary packag
ing waste it produced. A jewel box is about
five by five inches and it is packaged inside
the longbow which was about five inches by
one foot. Not only was the long box itself
wasteful, but its excessive size necessitated
more space in containers that were shipped to
the retailers. All this created thousands of
pounds of unnecessary cardboard and paper
monthly that would be thrown out, or when
possible, recycled.
The root of the argument that led to the

final abandonment of the long box, was
NARM's contribution to the destruction of
forests through wasteful packaging. The
more paper we use, the more trees we cut
down.
The original reason the long box was de
signed so large was to prevent theft and and
promote marketing with eye-catching cover
art. Stores were geared to handle and display
CD's in a fashion that worked in conjunction
with the long box.
The switch to the jewel box has thrown
most record stores a financial curve. Most
stores have had to deal with the crossover to
the jewelbox by coming up with new ideas to
thwart theft and reestablish display tech
niques at their new and smaller size.
Money is being spent on modem anti-theft
devices and new display counters. Some
stores, like Tower Records, are changing
their shelves to handle the size difference of
the jewel box, while other stores, like The
Wherehouse, are keeping their same display
counters but displaying the jewel boxes in
Keepers. Keepers, still a large expense, are a
plastic frame that encases the jewel box and
has the same dimensions of the long box,
enabling it to fit in the original display
counters.
Other stores, like The Discafe in La Jolla orOff the Record in downtown San Diego, used[
with the European fashion of display andi
thus, have not been affected by the need to,
cross over to a new method of display or theft
prevention. The Europeans have never used
a long box-style packaging system and in
stead usually displayed the jewel box alone
without the CD inside, the CD was kept
behind the counter where it can't be easily
stolen.
How does all of this affect us? Directly it;
doesn't, but for those of us who have am
interest in the environment and its preserva
tion, this agreement between NARM and the
record-^tore retailers is a big step in the right
direction.

Attenzione!

Avis!

FALL 1993 AT TRAINING WORKSHOP
begins
Monday, September 6
Camino 101
10:00
Students considering employment as a
French, German, Italian, Japanese or Spanish
Apprentice Teacher...
Come join us!
i Aviso!

ALT

<fc*5U.

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS

CUTS

CUT&
STYLE

S p e c i a l s
•Foil
Highlighting
Touch-up $30

$11

Full Foil
Highlighting $40

'Women reg. $21

• Color
Touch-up $25

$9

Full Color $35

Men reg. $17

• Perms $30

'(Long hair extra)

• Spirals $50
(Long hair extra
all services)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARHY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Ftd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)• 268-8865
Specials good for first-time client. Exp. 6/6/93

Point Loma Tan
523-9220

Visa/Mastercard
-5 minutes from USD!
-Expires May 25,1993
-Wolff Tanning System
-Not gooa w/ any other offer
Ifrnonth unlimited^

3 Tans

,[with $35
! ![With$12
I
this couponj
this couponj
3555 RosecransStTSuite 203 San Diego, CA 92110
(Rubio's/Wells Fargo shopping center)

CLASSIFIED ADS:
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
City of San Diego Economic Services
Program in the areas of budget/finance,
Redevelopment Planning, and Economic
Development. Internships will begin in Fall
'93 and can last 13 mo. Applicants should
be graduate students in a related field or
with demonstrated interest in one or more of
the above areas. For more information,
contact Alissa Gabriel at

Help Wanted:
Part Time Furniture Sales
$5.00 /hr plus commission.
Apply at 3191 Sports Arena
Blvd
Monday-Saturday 10-6

236-6441.

Reward
Alaska Summer EmploymentGood Money For Hard Workers
Fisheries. Earn $600+ /week in
Summer/Permanent Employment
canneries
or $4,000+ /month on
Our progressive distribution outlet
is looking for 10 sharp ambitious fishing boats. Free Transportation,
Room and Board! Over 8,000
individuals to learn all areas of our
business. Selected applicants will openings. No experience necessary.
learn advertising, personnel, sales/ Male or Female. For employment
marketing, and administration.
program call:
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
1-206-545-4155 ex. A5979
Call immediately for personal interview

International Employment-Make
money teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
RAISE A COOL
FURNISHED HOUSE/
PIANO VOICE AND GUITAR
Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month.
$1000
CONDO/APT. TO RENT Many provide room & board + other
TECHERS. PART TIME,
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, FROM AUGUST *93 TO JUNE benefits. No previous training or
Plus $1000 for the member who calls!
*94 FOR FULBRIGHT EX
teaching certificate required, for
OWN TRANSPORTATION.
No obligation. No cost And a free
international employment program
CHANGE TEACHER
HIGHEST RATES PAID
Igloo cooler if you qualify. Call
call
the
international
employment
CALL 274-3731
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
931-0707
group: (206) 632-1146 Ex J5979

WANTED:

WANTED:

WORLD TRAVELERS!!

DANCE
DANCE
DANCE!

We carry electronics that are
compatible anywhere in the world.

AUDIO
VIDEO
TV
TAPETRANSFERINu

5201 UHDA VISTA MAO §101 * SAM DISCO. CA 92110
(619) 220-0673 • FAX (619) 220-0683

| DELAY REAUT1

r

I

defore you get a real job, take a retal trip! Jj
Vienna
Munich
London
Paris
Amsterdam

$249*
$249*
$259*
$310*
$315* f

8

i

'Above fares are each way based ontardtnp ptlliase. Fares flfe from efrier Los Angeles orSan Diego Taxes*StThduded and restrictions apply.
Cali for other worUwoe destnations

Council
Travel
Saturdays!

953 Garnet Ave., San Diego, CA 99109 • 970-6401
Eurailpasses issued on the spot!

Greeks and Clubs

Come and see USD's Annual
Spring Dance Concert
next weekend!
MAY 7 and 8 at 8pm
MAY 9 at 2pm
at the Shiley Theatre
General Admission $5
Students $4
Tickets will be sold at the door
Bring your friends and family to
experience the most exciting and
extravagant show of the year!

COLLEGE
LIFE
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Campus
CHRONICLES
By Jeremy Watson
Project Wildlife would like San
Diego County residents to get
involved in the care and feeding
of local birdsand mammals. Vol
unteers are desperately needed to
care for injured and orphaned
wildlife four hours per week at
the Project Wildlife Care Facil
ity in San Diego. The Care Facil
ity is open seven days a week,
twelve hours per day. Volun
teers are needed for all shifts. All
training and supplies will be pro
vided.
Volunteers are also needed to
answer the telephone or transport
wild animals and birds. Noexpe
rience is necessary; classes are
provided.
"The baby season is here in
full force," said Lyn Lacye,
spokesperson for Project Wild
life. "We are in dire need of car
ing volunteers to help with the
thousands of injured, orphaned,
and displaced wildlife in San
Diego County. Each year, more
and more of our feathered and
furry friends get into trouble and
need our help to survive."
Project Wildlife, a non-profit
volunteer organization, is dedi
cated tothe rescue, rehabilitation
and release of injured, orphaned
or displaced wildlife native to
San Diego County. Rehabili
tated animals and birds are re
leased into carefully selected,
local native habitats that are safe,
suitable, and allow the best
chances of survival for each re
lease. Project Wildlife has been
giving a second chance to native
wildlifesince 1976. This lifesaving organization receives no gov
ernment funding and exists en
tirely on donations from the pub
lic. Last year over 7,000 animals
and birds were brought toProject
Wildlife.
If you can spare a few hours
each week during the baby sea
son to become a Project Wildlife
volunteer or if you would like
more information, please call
225-WILD. You'll be helping to
give wildlife a second chance.

Top Five Movies
Last Week
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

"The Sandlot"
$2.5 million
"Benny & Joon"
$3.0 million
"Indian Summer"
$3.1 million
"Sidekicks"
$3.8 million
"Indecent Proposal"
$7.1 million

G

iven the slow-moving
economy and a lack of
practical training any
way at most colleges,
it is increasingly more difficult to
compete in the job market. Nowa
days, a diploma just doesn't cut it.
If you want a career, you have to be
more than just a graduate; you have
to be able to stand above the rest.
Some will say that it is not the
diploma itself that is important, but
what the diploma represents: hard
work, learning experiences and
knowledge that you will use as a
platform from which you can spring
forth upon the world. Others feel
the diploma represents an invest
ment in human capital. But what
does a diploma really do?
Case 1: A recent Ph.D. graduate
from Yale, the No. 2 student in his
field, was unable to get a job offer at
the National Conference. He had to
spend the next six months at home,
banging the pavement, looking for
something that fit his career choice.
He finally landed a job, but it was
not equal to his academic prowess.
Case 2: A Pro Bowl football
player who graduated from a pres
tigious university. After his suc
cessful football career ended, it was
discovered that he had graduated
from college without the ability to
read.
Though both cases appear to be
different, they are similar in one
respect: Their diplomas did not"rep
resent" what one might think they
would.
"These times are a-changing."
With so many career choices and
such a slow-moving economy, one
has to bring more to the job market
then a diploma. The diploma, though
valuable, is only a fraction of what
is needed to be successful in one's
career. One must have persever-

Brother,
you want
to buy a

diploma?
Jeremy Watson
College Life Editor

ance and ability to make it today.
"These days its all about hard work
and getting lucky," said Bill
McGowan, a senior.

No Diploma?

I

s a college diploma necessary?
Maybe, but then again, maybe
not if one has the determina
tion to succeed. What do you think
the following people have in com
mon?
• Robert Frost, one of America's
leading 20th century poets and a
four-time winner of the Pulitzer
Prize.
• Pickup-truck-driving billionaire

Sam Walton built his Wal-Mart dis
count chain to 1,379 locations by
the end of 1989.
• Thomas Edison was one of the
most prolific inventors of the late
19th century. He is most famous for
his development of the first com
mercially practical incandescent
lamp. Perhaps his greatest contri
bution, though, was the develop
ment of the world's first central
electric light-power station. His
laboratories wereforerunners of the
modem industrial research labora
tory, where skilled researchers
jointly solve technological prob
lems.
Edison also invented the phono

graph, the invention he was most
proud of. It used tinfoil and wax
cylinders to record sound. His in
troduction of flexible celluloid film
and his invention of the movie pro
jector aided the development of
motion pictures. His other inven
tions include the alkaline storage
battery, a magnetic process tosepa
rate ore and thecarbon microphone.
In all, he had patented over 1,000
inventions.
• Bill Gates, chairman and CEO of
MicrosoftCorporation, and Michael
Dell, chairman and CEO of Dell
Computer Corporation.
• ArchitectFrankLloydWrightwas
one of the most innovative and in
fluential figures in modern archi
tecture. In his radically original
designs for both residential and com
mercial structures, as well as in his
prolific writings on modem archi
tecture and society, he championed
the virtues of what he termed or
ganic architecture, a building style
based on natural forms.
• Ernest Hemingway, novelist, jour
nalist, writer of short stories and
winner of the 1954 Nobel Prize for
Literature.
All never were graduates from
college. Some had a high school
education; Edison had little more
than three months of formal educa
tion. This, though,did notstop them
from producing great work.
So, is that diploma necessary?
Yes, it is an important stepping
stone. But is the diploma necessary
for success? No. Success is not a
variable that college can necessar
ily change. For some, college is an
accomplishment that is needed to
fulfill goals and careers,but there is
one factor thatcannot be overlooked.
Put simply, determination and hard
work will make one successful.

Seniors: Pay Attention
Lisa Upson
Special to the VISTA

Yes, this was the year. Senior
year. But not for all of us.
Whataboutthe juniors, sopho
mores and freshmen who have
been forgotten amidst the cha
otic preparation for gradua
tion? Where do we fit into
this scenario? Even this is
sue, a special graduation is
sue dedicated to seniors,
pushes a silent majority to the
wayside.
This is no joke, I'm seri
ous. We, the underclassmen,
get blamed for our idle be
havior while the senior class

is allowed, and expected, to ments like, "HA! I'm outta journey to get there have to be
slack off during its final here! And you still have to on an unpaved road?
weeks. They merely attribute face those eight o'clock
In this pond we know as
their non-productive lifestyles classes." These seniors show USD, the seniors are the big
to senioritis.
no mercy.
fish and the underclassmen
The popular argument de
If you actually stop to think are the little fish. Take note,
fended by the soon-to-be about this situation, it is seniors. When you graduate
graduates is that they have packed with irony. Here we from this University you will
put in four years of hard work are at USD, the campus insti be the little fish in the ocean.
and have earned the right to tuting diversity. A pledge to And the big fish won't be as
cultivate jealousy in the hearts further human equality has friendly or tolerant.
of their fellow school-mates. been woven into the frame
So I urge you, while you
But why can't they just offer work of campus activities.
still have the opportunity, be
us a little sympathy?
So why are the underclass kind to all the juniors, sophoNo, I guess it's not pos men suffering from this bla moresand freshmen whoenvy
sible. Instead of hearing, tant discrimination? Why are you so. We only wish you the
"Gee, just hang in there. You the seniors the privileged few? best.
only have a few more years. Yes, we will all have our
As always, the golden rule
And it goes by really fast!" chance to attend the Senior applies: "Do unto others as
we get bombarded by com Banquet. But why does the you would have done to you."
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in college are those that last a lifetime
of the framework of our being. And they
lives.
of quick and passing, but rather be a
one's heart. Did they tell you to meet
within your own framework be able to
go the other half joyfully,
along when you choose to chance the
friends when they dare to dance the tide,
unknown. They say to live life to the

They say that the friends we make
and that those people become a part
say that college is the best time of our
Did they tell you to not be a friend
friend that brings a quiet peace within
those friends with awareness and
meet them halfway and on occasion
Remember to take those friends
rapids. Remember to support those
They say not to be afraid of the
fullest.
What they didn't tell you is to cher-

ish the sands of time....
- Meie Feazell

A PHOTO ESSAY
By Jeremy Watson
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SUMMERTIME

Volunteers needed for unique traveling
exhibition about the Holocaust
Tanya Kuzyk
Staff Writer

"My name is Daniel. Touch my face,
remember me." These compelling, gentle
words introduce an imaginary but very real,
6-year-old child, Daniel, in a unique travel
ing exhibition called "Remember the Chil
dren."
Daniel's gentle voice, along with a giant
mural of children's faces, greet visitors in this
interactive,participatory exhibition about the
Holocaust as seen through the eyes of a child.
Daniel, who is a composite of all of the
children of the Holocaust, takes his audience
through the events of the 1930s and 1940s:
from his life in pre-Nazi Germany through
rising anti-Semitism, and his family'sdeportation to the ghettos and, eventually, the con
centration camps.
"Remember the Children" is the first ma
jor Holocaust exhibition for and about chil
dren and was organized and circulated by the
United States Holocaust Memorial Council.
It was especially designed for children be
tween the ages of 8 and 14 to stimulate
questions about the Holocaust and to chal
lenge children of all backgrounds to fight the
prejudice, bigotry, racism,and violence that
young people encounter every day in school,
on television and in their neighborhoods.
On the eve of the 50th anniversary of the
Holocaust and in the wake of the opening of
the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C.,
the importance of remembering the 1.5 mil
lion children senselessly murdered by the
Nazi's is heightened.
"Remember the Children" is a collabora
tive effort of the Children's Museum of San
Diego and the San Diego Historical Society
and may be seen at the Museum of San Diego

History in Balboa Park from June 15 to Sept.
19, Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. - 4:30
p.m., and Thursday nights until 8 p.m. Ad
mission is $3.
Community support is necessary to help
Daniel tell his story and to further the success
and impact of "Remember the Children."
The Children's Museum is seeking docents
and volunteers for the exhibition's threemonth stay in San Diego.
The Children's Museum is also offering
summer internship positions for the
exhibition's stay,in San Diego. The position
will include working with an on-site supervi
sor who oversees and manages the exhibi t for
a minimum of 10 hours per week from June
15 to Sept. 19. The intern will assist with
opening and closing the exhibit, conducting
school group orientations, working in a docent capacity when necessary,attending staff
meetings when applicable and assisting chil
dren with post-exhibit participatory activi
ties. The Children's Museum is looking for
individuals with good communication skills;
the ability to work with children and the
public in a friendly; welcoming manner; and
an interest in the subject matter. Relevant
course studies include, sociology, history,
art, museum and ethnic studies, and educa
tion.
The sensitive nature of teaching the Holo
caust to children is an immediate concern of
teachers and parents, "Remember the Chil
dren" was designed with special care not to
brutalize its young audience. The story is told
simply and directly from a 6-year-old per
spective, and the carefully chosen words,
photographs and video montages convey the
full meaning of the exhibit without vivid
images or horror.
The basic theme of "Remember the Chil
dren" was drawn from Gerta Weissman

Traveling? Try hostel
life and. stay cheap
Get the most value for your travel dollars this
summerwith a membership card from Ameri
can Youth Hostels.
Would you like to visit new places, meet
new people, keep your travel plans flexible
and your costs low? American Youth Hostels
can open doors for you at some of the least
expensive, most dynamic and informative
travel facilities in the world. Explore the
world or the U.S. without spending a fortune.
You'll find hostels just about everywhere,
nearly 6,000 in 70 countries worldwide, with
more than 200 in the U.S. They are located in
cities and villages, in national and state parks,
near hiking and cycling trails, on seashores
and in the mountains — places you want to
visit.
Spend the night in any one of the 70 medi
eval castles in Germany, a former royal resi
dence in London, a Swiss chalet, or an envi
ronmental habitat in Australia's tropical rain
forest. In the U.S., relax in a lighthouse on the
California coast, go hiking near a former
dude ranch in Colorado's Rocky Mountains,
or explore the "Big Apple" from a historic
landmark building in New York City.
Hostels are dormitory-style accommoda
tions with separate quarters for males and
females, self-service kitchens (to keep your
travel costs even lower), dining areas and
common rooms for relaxing and meeting
other interesting travelers from around the
world.
Today's hostels provide small dorm rooms,

modem facilities, daytime hours, advance
reservations and a wide variety of free and
low-cost recreational, environmental and
cultural programs.
Overnight fees at Hostelling International
hostels are a bargain, ranging between $7 to
$10 a night!
By joining American Youth Hostels you'll
be welcomed at nearly 6,000 international
Youth Hostel Federation (IYHF) facilities in
70 countries—the largest network of accom modations in the world. All IYHF facilities
use the Hostelling International logo, the
signature Blue Triangle.
The AYH membership card is valid for a
full year from purchase, and you'll receive a
free copy of "Hostelling North America: A
Guide to Hostels in Canada and the United
States." It's filled with information on where
to go, what to see and do, special hostel
programs and area discounts.
For a free information brochure and AYH
membership application, contact:
Hostelling International
American Youth Hostels
335 West Beech
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 338-9981
American Youth Hostels is a not-for-profit
corporation dedicated to helping all, but es
pecially young people, gain a greater under
standing of the world and its people.

Klein's book, Promise of a New Snring. One
of the exhibit's most poignant messages is:
"Listen, listen well to the tale of what they
have seen, what they have gone through. For
you are the new spring in the forest of the
world."
Children are encouraged to listen to the
story of the Holocaust, remember the story,and
tell the story in the future.
Although the exhibition is designed for
children, it is powerful and meaningful for
viewers of all ages.
Gussie Zaks, a survivor of the Holocaust
and a La Mesa resident, lectures three to four
times a week on her personal story of Holo
caust survival. She believes that any story
about the Holocaust is important. "If you
touch one child's life or alter one child's
course, it is worth any effort," Zaks said.
Zaks also emphasizes that the Holocaust is
not a "Jewish issue." "It is an issue of hatred.
If you hate, you will learn to hate yourself."
Zaks said. "I can never forget or forgive, but
I cannot hate. There is no one today to blame.
We must educate so that what happened 50
years ago can never happen again."
Given the relevance of the ethnic cleansing
occurring in Bosnia and incidents of racism
and violence in our own streets, the imme
diacy of this exhibition is clear.
Because survivors will not be here forever
and because it is hard even for a survivor to
understand what happened, the exhibit is
important
Zaks encourages children to ask questions,
and she often is inspired by their insight. "I
sometimes learn from them as much as they
learn from me," she said.
Through the years Zaks has received over
100,000 letters from the children she has
visited. Among the touching, thoughtful
letters children have sent, she also finds com -

ments that motivate her to continue educating
students of all ages.
One child wrote, "After I listened to you, I
went home and told my mother, and she said
that she had never heard of the Holocaust."
Another child said, "I did not believe in the
Holocaust until I met you," and one "never
knew that there was a survivor alive." Many
children reveal that they knew little or noth
ing about the Holocaust before hearing Zaks
speak.
Zaks, who viewed the exhibition while it
was in Washington D.C., believes that all
survivors will appreciate "Remember the
Children" coming to San Diego.
Zaks says that although her experience is
painful, the children are "the ones that make
me come back. They are why I appreciate
life, and as long as they keep asking, I will
keep telling my story."
Zaks will play a key role in the "Remember
the Children" exhibition as a liaison between
the museums and the community. She will
also serve or assist in recruiting eye-wit
nesses, docents and volunteers.
In addition to the exhibition, the Children's
Museum and San Diego Historical Society
will be sponsoring a lecture series to address
relevant issues of the Holocaust on a higher
level. The series will include: "Talking to
Children: An Educator's Workshop on'Re
member the Children,' 'Everyday Morali
ties,' 'Women and Children in the Holo
caust,' 'Names Can Really Hurt Us: Vio
lence and Prejudice Workshop,' 'Ordinary
Men,' 'What Happened to the Children' and
'Holocaust Testimonials: The Ruins of
Memory."
For more information about volunteering,
please contact Debbie Krakauer at 233-8792.
For information about a summer internship,
please contact Carol Sigelman at 233-8792.

Internship/Job Guides
As a new class of college seniors face thechallenge of launching their professional
careers in a very tough California job market, many students wonder whatseparates
those who find meaningful jobs from those who are unable. Many are finding that
while strong grades and work-relevant coursework remain important, employers are
increasingly interested in the work experience of applicants. "In the current market,
employers want to know that a new employee can 'hit the ground running and make
an immediate contribution to the organization," said Douglas Harpel, president of
National Internships, a company which publishes Internship Guides for areas around
the country. This means that the most successful job seekers will be those who have
gained some experience, and demonstrated some ability before they graduate.
National Internships assist students and recent graduates in California and across
the country in identifying and securing career-enhancing paid internships and
summer jobs. The National Internships series, which began several years ago with
the Insiders Guide to National Internships, has now expanded to 12 guides. Accord
ing to Harpel, the motivation for expanding the series came largely from the
enormous positive reaction of both students and career guidance professionals.
"What we heard was that our Guides provide exactly what students want — an
inexpensive source of succinct, accurate and current information on internship
opportunities available in a wide array of professions."
Among National Internships' recently-released publications are its Guide to
Northern California Internships & Part-Time Employment and its Guide to Southern
California Internships & Part-Time Employment These booklets detail employ
ment opportunities for all majors with a wide variety of private firms, nonprofit
organizations and the government. Information on special internship services and
programs, including apprenticeship or fellowship opportunities for qualified stu
dents, is also provided.
National Internships publish internship and summer employment guides for
Washington, D.C., New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver, North
ern California, Southern California, Ohio, and the Raleigh/Durham/Research Tri
angle. An International Internships Guide and a Legal Internships Guide are also
available, as are Student Summer Housing Guides for both Washington, D.C. and
New York City. All National InternshipsGuides are priced at $7.95 plus $2 shipping
and handling per order. For more information or to order, students should write:
National Internships, PR Department, 2020 Pennsylvania Avenue NM, Suite 336,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
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ONLY AT USD
|BOX & SHIPPING CENTER {
Yott know liow you are getting home ..
But liow is your stuff getting home?

FULLY INSURED
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
GROUND, AIR, OCEAN SHIPPING
OFFICE MOVING & FILE BOXES
OVER 60 TYPES OF BOXES
ALL PACKING MATERIALS INCLUDING
BUBBLE PACK • FURNITURE PADS

|-UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS, OTHERS-i
FINE ART • WINE • BIKES • FURNITURE
10% discount to students,
military on shipping
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IN THE ARMY, YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE IN
MORE WAYS THAN ONE.

There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army. You'll have
increased health care responsibilities. And you'll enjoy the respect and
prestige that come naturally to people who serve as officers in the Army
Nurse Corps.
You'll be a respected member of an
exceptional health care team. Your
opinion and counsel will be actively
sought and listened to. And you'll
have the opportunity to practice nurs
ing in a variety of environments, from
high-tech military hospitals to
MASH units, from flight lines to field
hospitals, in the United States or
overseas.
Here are some of the reasons to
consider becoming an Army Nurse:
good pay and benefits, opportunities
for continuing education in your cho
sen specialty, seniority that moves
with you when you do, and job experience you can't put a price tag on.
Discover the Army Nurse Corps difference. Talk to an Army Nurse
Recruiter today.

F

ormer San Diego Charger Joe Dufleik will help kick off the fifthannual Health Fair hosted by USD's Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing on Friday, May 7, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Hahn Univer
sity Center.
The day-long event, free and open to the public, will offer a variety of
health-screening and education exhibits. These will include eye screening,
body-fat testing, stress reduction techniques, nutrition counseling and other
health-related topics.
Participants will include the American Holistic Nurses Association, YMCA
of Mission Valley, American Red Cross, North County Healing Arts and
Children's Hospital and Health Center, among others.
Dufleik and the USD Varsity Cheerleaders will be the official greeters at the
Health Fair, and from noon to 1 p.m., Fuzzy Refrigerator will be playing in
front of the UC.
"The theme of our 1993 Health Fair is 'Invest In Your Future, Take Charge
of Your Health,"' said Dr. Janet Rodgers, Dean of the School of Nursing. "At
a time when health-care costs are on everyone's mind, we want to get the word
out to the community that an ounce of prevention truly is worth a pound of
cure."
For further information about the USD Health Fair, please contact the
School of Nursing at 260-4548.
• Ellen Ochoa, Discovery Space Shuttle crew member, will be at USD,
Wednesday, May 12 at 3 p.m. in UC Forum AB. Sponsored by Graduate
Women in Science San Diego Chapter and USD's La Familia. For more
information, call Kathleen Davies at x4464 or USD's PR office at x4659.
• The eighth-annual Linda Vista Multicultural Fair is on Saturday, May 8 on
Linda Vista Road (between Ulric and Comstock Streets) from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Come give a wave to Miss California and enjoy the cultural perfor
mances and ethnic foods.
• Christ the King's Sanctuary Choir presents "A Musical Extravaganza" on
Sunday, May 16 at 5:30 p.m. in Shiley Theatre. Donation is $10. For ticket
information, please contact the following: Christ the King Church office at
231-8906, USD Box Office, Mary Thomas at 262-6144 or Joe Cuseo at 2764777.
• Ushers are needed for commencement ceremonies. Room and some meals
provided. Must be available May 22 and 23. For more information, contact
Susan Payment at x4590.

1 -800-USA-ARMY
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.'
Thursday, May 6
Seminar. "Project Planning: Strategies for Project Success." Sponsored by the
Institute for Project Management. 6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Olin Hall, room 225.
There is a fee to attend. For more information, call x2480.

The Hanuman Foundation
Seva Addnenn:

AN EVENING WITH

Seva Foundation
8 N. San Redno Road
San Rafael, CA 9^903

Friday, May 7
Seminar. "Profiting from 10 Forces Driving Change in the 1990's." John
Ronchetto, assistant professor of marketing. Continental breakfast, 7:30 a.m.,
seminar 8-9:30 a.m., Manchester Conference Center. There is a fee to attend.
For more information, call x4644.
Dance concert. Performed by USD's recreational dance classes. Continues
through Sunday, May 9. Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m., Sunday, 2 p.m. Shiley
Theatre. $5 general, $4 student. For more information, call x4803.

CONSCIOUSNESS
&

CURRENT EVENTS
Author of "Br Hrrr Now" and
"Compniion in Action" with Mtra huh

Tuesday, May 18
7:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 8

Scottish Rite Cathedral

Concert. "Springtime Serenade." Featuring USD Community Choir and
Choral Scholars. Directed by Ron Gillis and Robert Campbell. Repeats Sun
day, May 9. 4 p.m. at the Sacred Heart Courtyard. There is a fee to attend. For
more information, call x4486.

IB9S Camino del R* S
San Diego, CA

Tickets $15.00

Abo at the door

A Benefit for the Seva Foundation

£ •£.—Ram DOAA Tapee:

Hanuman Foundation Tape Liknany
San AnAelmo Avenue
San Aneelmo, CA 9^960

Tuesday, May 11

Book A: Be Bene NOW - The Onlu Dance T/tene I A
t20J flliAaele

IOA the. Mill - ftoutney

of Awakenuu^

of Love: StonieA ct Heem Kaaoli Bat
Hp* Can I Help - CompaAAicn in Action

Concert."Jazz in the French Parlor." USD Choral Scholars directed by Robert
Campbell. Noon, French Parlor, Founders Hall. Free. For more information,
call x4486.
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A search for what it means to be a man
"She has no tits, do you expect me to be interested in a
chick with no tits?"
"She does have a decent face though, don't ya think?"
"Average at best, but I hear she fucks like a rabbit."
"I don't know, I still think her hips are too wide. Maybe
we could take some of the massoff her hips and put it on her
chest, then we'd have a girl worth looking at."
I continued to listen to the twocollege guys talking as the
bartender mixes my drinks.
"Are you still seeing that blond chick?"
"Actually, she's moving into my apartment."
"Moving in! Do I sense commitment? IsoldJonny boy
whipped? Am I going to have to start asking your woman
before..."
"Listen, she's a good lay and I can still see whoever I
want, there ain't no chains on me."
I grab my drinks and the conversation fades behind me as
I look for my friends in the crowded oceanfront club. I am
strategically wading through people when I feela large hand
on my shoulder. I spin around and my eyes meet the chest
of a muscle guy in a crew cut.
"Sacred Heart," he says, pointing to the high school
soccer shirt that I am wearing. "We kicked your ass in
football."
"No," I say in a nonthreatening voice as if I am talking to
a growling dog in an unfamiliar yard, "my high school
didn't have a football team." I turn and begin to walk off.
Once again I feel a forceful grip on my shoulder.
"I am telling you we kicked your ass in football, 53-7!"
I stand with a strawberry margarita in each hand, looking
at this guy who wants to fight me, a supposed enemy from
his rival high school, for the honor of his home town.
"Where was your school?" I ask.
"Dover, Connecticut"
"OK mine was in Northern California. I think it would
have been a long road tripfor you to play us,especially since
we didn't have a football team."
As I start to leave, I hear, "I'd expect a Sacred Heart
pussy to walk away."
I stop. Immediately a voice in my head says, "Turn and
take a swing," but a second voice counters, "Walk it off, it
isn't worth it." With frustration brewing inside me, I listen
to the latter voice and walk towards the patio. I see Sandy

Flu's Views
By JefF Fluharty

sitting alone at a table just before the patio door.
"Where's Mike?" I say, knowing that they're dating.
"Outside," she says. I look through the glass and see Mike
with a glass of wine in his hand laughing and joking with the
other people we came with.
"Mike is a boy," she says in a strong but solemn voice.
"What do you mean?" I ask.
"We need to talk about some things and he won't confront
me. I honestly think he's afraid of me."
Again, I look out at Mike. He wears a confident grin as he
sips the wine and tells his jokes. But I can feel the facade that
masks the fears and insecurities; it is all too familiar to me.
Many times, I too have turned from responsibility, avoiding
an emotional risk, fearful of searching the murky waters of
my soul.
I walk out into the festive night air of the club patio, give
my friends their drinks, grab a handful of chips and then
venture out to the beach to think.
"What must one do to be a man?" The question was posed
to me by a friend several days ago and a satisfactory response
still eludes me. "To be a man I must.." I say to myself as my
black leather shoes sink into the sand.
Traditional society tells me to be a man I must be physically
strong, emotionally reserved, value competition and money,
be athletic, drink beer, not express my feelings, be promiscu
ous and objectify and control women.
But are these "masculine" values the keys to happiness, the
ways to fill the empty feeling with in me?
Sometimes I look at myself and the men around me and ask,
"What are we doing? What is our problem?" The violence
and pain wecause women, each other, theearth and ourselves
is unbearable.
I remember when Molly told me late one night that she
thinks thereare only two emotions in the world,fear and love.
I firmly believe that the distance we hold ourselves from
the real world, the feeling world, has to do with our fear. For
men it is a fear of vulnerability, of being seen as "not

masculine." It is a paradox — to truly be human, we must
transcend thetraditional definitions of "masculinitybut at
the same time, if we do this we risk degradation by society's
standards.
But we must step outside the paradox, we have 10 change.
Things simply aren't working the way they are.
Sexism, rape and all the physical and emotional violence
committed by men against women are not women's prob
lems, they are men's problems. Until we, as men, realize
that it is our responsibility to put an end to these practices,
they will continue.
All too often, I catch myself on the fear side rather then
the love side of Molly's theory.
In many ways I fear women. When I look at a woman,
not just at her body, but into her eyes, I sense a mystical
strength, a completeness. And with that strength, a mirror
is held to my face and it is hard not to lower my eyes to her
breasts. This mirror challenges me. It shows me my fears
and weaknesses along with the joys and love that are
possible in human existence.
It takes a very secure person to give oneself to love, to
nakedly stand before another and allow him or her to
equally stand naked before you.
Where does a person find this strength? This strength is
not found in the weight room, a bill fold, or on notches on
a bedpost. I think it is found in listening,an art with which
I, like many men, have difficulties. Perhaps that's the
answer: "To be a man, I must..." listen. I must listen to
women, to other men and to the voices deep with in myself,
and only then will I truly begin to gain strength.
A strength that allows a man to bea nurturing father to his
daughter or son. A strength that allows a man to stand up
for what he believes in. A strength that allows a man to shed
tears when he is hurt A strength that allows a man to see
and treat women as his equals. A strength that allows a man
to continually question. A strength that allows a man to
admit his mistakes and his fears. A strength that allows a
man to work not for social status or money but the better
ment of the human race.
1 begin to slowly walk back to the brightly lit club,
realizing that the thoughts running through my head are
often the "ideal," when the life I actually lead is consider
ably less than this.

AS FILM FORUM INVITES YOU TO SEE

WORGIVEN
FRID
UCG
8:31

CG's PRODUCTIONS would
like to thank all those who
supported their programs!
|
•

Good Luck on Finals!
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WCC title comes down to
weekend series with Pepperdine
• BASEBALL:

Toreros must sweep
Pepperdine to get
automatic bid to
NCAA Tournament.
Tim Tischer
Assistant Editor
There are times when you can only do so
much to improve on a situation. Some
times, all you can do is sit back and hope
that things go your way.
The USD baseball team, ranked No. 19
nationally, is in aposition where it can only
do so much to win the West Coast Confer
ence championship.
USD is trailing WCC leader Pepperdine
University by a game and a half. The two

Weekend series with
Pepperdine in Malibu
Friday: 2:30 p.m. Saipe(7«2)
vs. Duda(9-3)
Saturday: noon, Burgus {7-1}
vs. Gregory (6-2)
Saturday: appx. 3 p.m. James
(8-5) vs. LeBIanc (6-2)

I
*
§

S
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Kevin Herde and the Toreros are on a crash course
with the Pepperdine Waves for the WCC Title.
teams play each other this weekend in a threegame series at Pepperdine. If USD wins all
three games, it wins the WCC championship.
When the teams met earlier this season,
USD won two out of three games. It will need
to do at least that well to have a chance at
winning the WCC.

Last weekend, USD lost two out of three
games to Santa Clara. It won the first game
of the series to push its win streak to seven
games. Larry Williams provided USD with
the victory with his 13th home run in the top
of the ninth inning. The Toreros' win streak
came to an end the next day as Santa Clara

Equality in sports is happening at USD
Vicki de Jesus
Special to the VISTA

Title IX Equity Laws might be an embarrassing problem at
some other institutions of higher education, but these laws are
highly respected at USD, according to the athletic depart
ment
The T luity Laws, part of the Equal Rights Amendment of
1976, state that equal funding must be given for men's and
women's athletics. This funding includes everything from
travel and recruiting expenses to coaching salaries.
These laws also ensure that an equal number of scholar
ships be granted, depending on the male-to-female ratios for
participation and undergraduate enrollment.
According to Regina Sullivan, USD assistant athletic di
rector, big improvements have been and will continue to be
made to ensure equality between men's and women's athlet
ics at the University.
Currently, there are eight sports programs for men and
eight for women. Sullivan said that, by next year, women's
teams overall will receive two more scholarships than the
men's teams because of the higher female-to-male ratio on
campus.
'There is more of an in reased awareness that women need
more funding," Sullivan said.
According to a NCAA gender-equity study memorandum,
dated March 9,1992, the statistics of men and women, in all
aspects of intercollegiateathletics, show a disturbing inequal
ity.

Kathleen Marpe, USD women's basketball coach, said that
there is a nationwide push for increases in women' coaches'
salaries. Most of the women have received theincrease by the
mere mention of Title IX.
In another NCAA study on women in intercollegiate ath
letics, 90 percent of the women coaches interviewed believed
that a negative factor in coaching women's sports was inad
equate salaries.
Marpe said that her own salary had increased over the
years, but she admitted that "... with an increase in salary
comes stronger expectations of winning."
She also believes that USD is very much aware of the Title
IX Equity Laws. Both Marpe and Sullivan agreed that this
awareness is due to a joint effort by Tom Iannacone, USD's
athletic director, and Sally Furay, lawyer and USD Provost.
The USD Athletic Department, headed by Iannacone,
constantly communicates with the individuals most affected
by these laws. The administration takes the time and energy
to investigate the different women's programs by asking the
coaches for any suggestions or complaints they have about
equality among their programs.
The administration also gives exit interviews to graduating
women athletes. During this time, the athletes have an open
forum to express their feelings about equality. So far, the
administration has not received any complaints from these
graduating athletes.
Although not entirely perfect, USD has stepped up its
awareness of and adherence to Title IX within the past few
years. Title IX is present at the University and, through its
efforts, USD is an active participant in the equality move
ment

won both games.
In its only game this week before the
upcoming Pepperdineseries, USD bounced
back nicely from its tough losses to Santa
Clara, beating Chapman University, 15-10.
Its game against Chapman was the last
home game for USD and was also the final
home game for seniors Dave Pingree, Tony
Moeder, Chad Boyd and Kevin Herde. All
four players went out with a bang, collect
ing at least two hits each. In fact, every
starter for USD had a hit against Chapman.
The main thing USD has to be concerned
with heading into the Pepperdine series is
the pitching. Pepperdine has the best pitch
ing staff in the WCC. USD will have to have
strong performances from its pitchers if it
hopes to beat Pepperdine.
Regardless of what happens this week
end, USD can still be proud of what it has
accomplished thisseason. With its win over
Santa Clara, USD set a club record for wins
in a season with 35.
If USD can win the WCC, it will get an
automatic bid tothe NCAA Division I Base
ball Championship tournament. If it fin
ishes second to Pepperdine, it can still get
into the tournament with an at-large bid.
With impressive victories over nationally
ranked Pepperdine and UCLA earlier in the
season, USD's chances for an at-large bid
are strengthened. Pairings for the tourna
ment are to be announced on May 24.

Short Hops
Crew: While still preparing for their
Pacific Coast Rowing Championships,
the team held its annual awards ban
quet. Winning the scholarship awards
were Michele Carnahan (4.0 GPA) and
Robert Carty (3.67 CPA). Leadership
awards went to Kristen Suave and
David Fouts (varsity) and Heather
Kingery and Bob de Stefani (novice).
Golf: Junior Steve Brown was named
the team's Most Valuable Player at its
annual awards banquet. Senior
Creighton Aotani received the Four
Year Award and the Coaches Award for
the lowest average on the team. Fresh
man Jonathan Host received Most Im
proved Golfer.
Softball: The Toreros jumped over the
.500 mark by winning three of four in
the Bay Area over the weekend. This
Saturday five seniors will play their
last games at USD against UCSD at
noon. Thoseseniors are Laura Cisneros,
Angie Straub, Marianne Stahl, Hillary
Savage andTiffanyWasilweski. Thanks
for the memories.
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1992-93 Year-in-Review

The Toreros flew past the Aztecs in
more than just cross country this year.

Photos by Anna Juliette
Willardy Jeff Jones, Norm
, Choi, ShannonWilliams
and Heather Petrig

\

J
The swimming team domi
nated the Sports Center
Pool this year on its way to
its best finish ever.

Victory: The Toreros had a lot of
scenes like this one as they finished
up the season No. 2 in the nation.

Toreros provided many magic
moments for the fans this year.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

•TOREROS

Setting their sights: USD
looks to jump to a higher
level next year.

The Toreros are still running down the
Waves for the WCC Title and there is
still more action to come.

The Crews are collecting the championships, and still have the PCRC to go.
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CLAIM JUMPER RESTAURANT
CARLSBAD LOCATION

APPLICATIONS NOW ACCEPTED

TUESDAY-FRIDAY
10AM-NOON & 2PM-5PM
LINE COOKS * PREP COOKS * BARTENDERS
FOOD/COCKTAIL SERVERS * BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESSES * DISHWASHERS
CLAIM JUMPER RESTAURANT is highlighted in Restaurant & Institutions. July 1992, for
maintaining the highest average sales per unit of any full service restaurant
in the USA. With great pleasure, we will be opening 3 locations in
San Diego County this year.

May 6,1993

PIZZA IN FORNO
"The Original Brick Fired Pizza
& Pasta Bar"

FREE DELIVERY
990 Draft Beer
Open Everyday

ORDER NOW

293-7100

($10.00 min. on delivery)
Friars/Mission (Ralphs) Shopping Center

This working atmosphere is fast paced & exciting, based on teamwork & standards.
If you are "THE BEST" at your present restaurant position, please come visit us and complete a
job application.
Applications accepted at Training Trailer at the Carlsbad CLAIM JUMPER
location under construction at 5958 Avenida Encinas in Carlsbad off I-5 at
Palomar Airport Road & Avenida Encinas
Locations under construction now in: Carlsbad • La Mesa • Carmel Mountain Ranch

Something New in Old Town!
C5
X

TERM PAPERS
TYPED

7 hi &Uct to fed!

20%

Term papers done yet?

off with this ad

Time is running out!

On any food
purchase!
Not valid with any other
offers or promotions.
Valid up to 4 persons

Old Town
260-8124

(You write 'em & we type 'emj

Only $5 per page in most cases!

Top quality reports that make
you shine!

PORTRAITS
PRICE INCLUDES: 4 Each 4 x 6" Portraits + 1 Each 8 x 10" Portrait
Negatives Returned To You For Reorder

May 10-14
Salomon Hall (Adjacent To Cap & Gown Rental)
10 am - 4 prn Daily (No Appointment Necessary)

We Provide Cap & Gown. Portraits With Friends And Family Welcome.
($3.00 For Each Additional Person)

PORTRAIT SPECIAL

Present 1 his Coupon At Time of Sitting

i

And Save S3.00 On Price Of Portraits.
Reg. S 19.95.

$16.95 With Coupon. [

May 10 - 14, 10 am - 4 am. Salomon Hall

j

STUDENTS:
FREE cup of gourmet coffee
with any pastry purchase
with this coupon

Financial Planner

$19.95

1993 CAP&GOWN^I
CAP & GOWN^
$3?off f' 1993

299-4808

SALES
Learn While Yon Earn!

CAP & GOWN

WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

2707 Congress St. Suite 1J
(In the Old Town Mercado Bldg)

WE DO IT ALL:
-Table of Contents
-Underlining/bolding
-Footnotes/end notes _
-Tables/graphs
-Graphics
QQA QfiZTK
-spelling/grammar
{£*9)^^43*9 W iW

1993

ONLY

Coffeehouse/Cafe

Analyze Personal Financial Portfolios
Prepare and Present Investment Plans
Paid Training
Salary - Bonuses - Commission
Comprehensive Benefits
Positive, Relaxed Business Environment
Previous Phone Experience Helpful
B.S. Required in Business or Related Field
Part Time Assistant Positions Available

Contact Sharlene at
(619) 481-0275 (Days) or
(619) 484-5717 (Evenings)

USD
BOOKSTORE
260-4551

Western Financial Planning
Orange County & San Diego
P.O. Box 986 • Solana Beach, CA 92075
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INTRAMURALS
Results • Schedules

No Ka Oi is
number one
In the co-rec football championship game.
No Ka Oi took on Team Bozo. The two
teams had met earlier this season with No Ka
Oi winning easily. This was the a most
unlikely final game because Team Bozo had
only won one regular season game. But be
cause some sorry teams, like Sigma Chi and
Dream On,forfeited out of the league, Tearn
Bozo was allowed to play in the post season.
With an upset victory of previously number
one ranked Something Fierce, Bozo was
primed to win their first championship game.
This was tobe a game of speed: Romm Viado
vs. Keith Cramer. Each player would battle
on offense and defense, but in the most im
portant moveof the game, No Ka Oi allowed
Viado to rest on defense and gave Lang
Wasada the task of covering Cramer. This
turned out to be crucial as Cramer became
fatigued and left Viado to be covered by
someone else.

Basketball
Distinctions: USD teams
Apr. 26 - May 2 excel at over titles earned
the line
INDOOR SOCCER
Game: Clown Patrol vs. Sigma Chi
Team: Sunshine and Friends
Player: Eric Hennings (Don't Show
Up)

SINGLES TENNIS
Match: Chirstian Zoller vs. Bryan
Davis
Player: Christian Zoller

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game: No Ka Oi vs. Team Bozo
Team: No Ka Oi
Male: Romm Viado (No Ka Oi)
Female:Celeste Tabrau (No Ka Oi)

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
Game: Last Chance vs. Once Again
Team: Once Again
Player: Greg Kamansky (Once Again)

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
Game: Third West Crew vs. Phi
Kappa Theta
Team: Third West Crew
Player: Dave West (Third West Crew)

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Game: F.B.I, vs. Business Prophets
Team: F.B.I.
Player: Dave Paladino (F.B.I.)

Five teams from USD travelled to Fiesta
Island last Saturday to take on the best of
UCSD and San DiegoState in the Collegiate
Over the Line Tournament When all was
said and done, our boys fared quite well.
Competition started with round robin play
and twoof our teams won their pools. Herman
Chavez's team, Bye, went 4-0 while Boot
and Rally, Thomas McFeely's squad, lost
only once. And this loss was to the Dark
Side, another USD team.
In the playoff round, both teams advanced
to the semifinals where they ran into two
UCSD teams with just a little too much expe
rience and talent. However, the day was not
done - There was still the USD championship
to be determined. In a dramatic defensive
struggle, Bye was victorious 2-0. Congratu
lations to Chavez, Brian Spinger and Greg
Stephenson.
The IM department would like to extend
special thanks to Pepsi for providing all the
soft drinks.
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Special thanks
to IM supervisors:
Marc Thiebach,
John Gillis, Neal
Curry, Andy
Isaksen, Molly
McGlennen, and
Nancy Ash

\
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It was championship Tuesday as all three
5X5 basketball titles were contested last week.
At the end of the night the winners were:
F.BJ., Once Again and 3rd West Crew.
The first game of the night saw F.BJ.
complete their undefeated season and prove
that height is not as crucial as it may seem
What this team had was hustle, quickness and
most importantly in the faculty/staff league,
youth. With Dave Paladino scoring eight of
his 17 points, F.BJ. opened up a 22-13 half
time lead. In the second half, Dave Miller
found his shooting touch and the Business
Prophets got back into the game. Miller
would finish withl8 points and 14 rebounds,
but it was not enough. Darryl Jackson and
Gene Fontana hit the key shots that clinched
F.BI.'s 45-35 victory.
The A-league game was slated at 7:35 to
accommodate television and TNT. Before
the season started, everyone had conceded
the championship to Once Again. With
Mike Haupt, Mike Barney and Randy Bennett,
it was figured that they simply had too much
firepower. Before the game, however, many
thought that Last Chance could win if they
got hot from the outside. Everyone knew that
the top ranked team was not overly fond of
playing defense. But, it didn't matter. The
only one who got hot was Greg Kamansky.
He scored 12 points in each half and Once
Again lived up to their preseason billing,5545.
The B-league contest featured 3rd West
Crewand Phi Kappa Theta. Sorry,Joe. 3rd
West Crew had been trying for four years to
take this title and they finally got it. Dave
West had 10 first half points and Peter
Simonsen's team had a 24-18 lead. In the
second half, the offenses got going. For Phi
Kappa Theta, ScoU Panfil and Chris Martin
combined for 22 points. For3rd West Crew,
it was West, Anthony Massa and Mike Cody
scoring 27 and giving "The Crew" a 55-50
victory.

With 15 minutes left in the second half and
the score tied 0-0, Kevin Hanano sent Viado
deep and hit him in stride with a perfect pass
for the touchdown. No Ka Oi held Bozo in
check in the next series and forced them to
punt. On the second play from scrimmage in
the next series, Viado went deep again but
this pass wasn' t so perfect and after the recep
tion Viado was caught on the 10 yard line.
This only delayed theinevitable, however, as
four plays later Hanano hit Celeste for the
insurance touchdown and a 12-0 victory for
No Ka Oi.
Note: Thanks to all who made this co-rec
football season an enjoyable one.

How No Ka
Oi did it
Among all of the outstanding Intramural
players that USD has seen, none have reached
the levels of female player Raquel "the
rocket" Hicks. While a good IM athlete
overall, "The Rocket" has especially ex
celled at co-rec football. Among her statis
tics over the course of her IM football career:
19 sacks, 12 interceptions, 42 receptions(10
for touchdowns), 4 touchdown passes, suc
cess rateof 98% on field goals. Also she was
USD's first ever single season 3,000 yard
rusher.
"She dominates on the field. I can't believe
how she knocks me on my butt everytime she
blocks me," said opponent Bill Ding, who is
6'5" and weighs 235. So impressed is the IM
staff that they've nominated her "Player of
the Century" for Intramurals, a national IM
publication. Congratulations, Roq!
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More all-stars

5x5 basketball Men's Softball Co-rec football
Faculty/Staff
Darryl Jackson (F.B.I.)
Gene Fontana (F.B.I.)
Dave Paladino (F.B.I.)
Dave Miller (Business Prophets)
Mitch Malachowski (Arts and Sciences)
Mike Barney (Sports Center)
Kenneth Daugherty (New Foundation)

M.V.P: Dave Paladino
A-League
1st Team
Greg Kamansky (Once Again)
Mike Haupt (Once Again)
Chris White (Minority's Corp.)
Sean Hayes (Last Chance)
Allen McNamee (Phi Slam ma Jamma)
2nd Team
Mike Barney (Once Again)
Randy Bennett (Once Again)
Rusty Dehorn (Last Chance)
Derron Warren (Phi Slamma Jamma)
Curtis Demers (Fratless Freshman)
Leroi Thompson (Chronic Fiends)

Greg Sundberg (Oedipus Complex)
Mike Bennett (Oedipus Complex)
Frank Walsh (Candy Coated Clowns)
Matt Zeller (3 1/2 Beans/White Rice)
Marie Daquipa (Longs Balls)
Tom Gambon* (Heavy Gumbo)
Jim Was ham (Candy Coated Clowns)
Frank Knafelz (3 1/2 Beans/White Rice)
Sean Parks (Going to the Show)
Allen McNamee (Oedipus Complex)
M.V.P: Jim Washam
Cy Young: Dan Padrnos (Heavy Gumbo)
B-League M.V.P: Mike Pacanelli
(Conquistadors)
Coach of the Year: Rick Salazar (Candy
Coated Clowns)

Marty Fess (Team Bozo)
Keith Cramer (Team Bozo)
Dennis Villavicencio(Team Bozo)
Megan Baker (Phi Kappa Theta)
Matt Hastings (Phi Kappa Theta)
Carla Ceja (Something Fierce)
Doug Pickett (Something Fierce)
Juliet O'Haire (Sigma Chi)
Vince Pandes (No Ka Oi)
Raquel Hicks (No Ka Oi)
J.R. Cook (Thorns & Roses)
Noah Stanley (Dream On)
Nicole Suder (Dream On)
Vicki Brienza (Dream On)
Male M.V.P: Romm Viado (No Ka Oi)
Female M.V.P: Debbie Gollnick (Some
thing Fierce)

Indoor soccer

Dave West (3rd West Crew)
Alfi Silva (Money)
Noah Stanley (Delta Sigma Pi)
Spyros Stavrinides (Cadence of Silk)
Mike Bennett (5th Year)
Chris Martin (Phi Kappa Theta)
2nd Team
Mike Cody (3rd West Crew)
Dave Paladino (5th Year)
Scott Panfil (Phi Kappa Theta)
Chad Law (Cadence of Silk)
Scott Steingrebe (BADNAD)
Neil Whitman (Money)
Miguel Powers (Mavericks)
Rian Kirkman (Mavericks)

Co-rec softball
Julie Feezor (Punch and Judy)
Maria Cilmi (Balls n' the Bushes)
Libby Bergner (Three Peat)
Jenny Martin (Bats and Balls)
Matt Zeller (Bats and Balls)
Neal Curry (Three Peat)
Mike Bennett (Balls n' the Bushes)
Erwin Sedlmayer (Punch and Judy)
Greg Sundberg (Balls n' the Bushes)
MaleM.V.P: Neal Curry
Female M.V.P: Libby Bergner

M.V.P: Mike Bennett

1st Team
Dan Kilkenny (Phi Kappa Theta)
Kevin McSweeney (Sunshine)
Brian Mitchell (Sunshine)
Greg Sundberg (Don't Show Up)
Cameron Peach (Don't Show Up)
Eric Hennings (Don't Show Up)
2nd Team
Dennis Villavicencio (Clown Patrol)
Andrew Kummer (Don't Show Up)
Luke Pistorius (Phi Kappa Theta)
Joe Khouri (Don't Show Up)
Ed Kotnik (Sunshine)
Justin Reeve (Sigma Chi)
M.V.P: Cameron Peach

MONTECATINI
•

(619)436 8930

Indoor soccer
final tonight
The first game of the indoor soccer play
offs was between Phi Kappa Theta and
Don't Show Up. Phi Kappa Theta did not
have much of a chance. Even though Marc
Thiebach was stuck playing goalie for Don't
Show Up, he still was a presenceon the field.
Eric Hennings led the Don't Show Up in the
attack with four goals and Joe Khouri helped
with four assists and a goal. The leading
player for Phi Kappa Theta was Dan
Kilkenny with twogoals and assist, but it was
not enough. Don't Show Up won 7-4 to
move into the finals.
The next game was between Clown Patrol
and Sigma Chi. Thisgame was a battle all the
way. The game went back and forth the
whole time. Dennis Villavicencio scored all
three goals in regulation for Clown Patrol.
Ryan Goldman scored two goals and Mario
Uriatra scored another for Sigma Chi to put
the game into sudden death overtime. The
game looked like it was going into a second
overtime period whenVillavicencio put his
fourth goal of the game in for Clown Patrol
with two seconds left on the clock.
The next game was the semifinals between
Clown Patrol and Sunshine and Friends.
By this time, Clown Patrol was exhausted
from their first game. It was all Sunshine on
offense. Kevin McSweeney scored three
goals and had two assists. Sunshine won 90 to move into tonight's final against Don't
Show Up.

ROSS UNIVERSITY

A Licensed Residential Treatment Center in
La Costa for Women with Eating Disorders.
Whether you have been through other
programs before or this is the first time
you are seeking help, Montecatini is
designed to be the last treatment
program you will ever need.

Date: Thursday, May 6
Time: 7:15 p.m.
Sport Indoor Soccer
Match-up: Don't Show Up vs. Sunshine

onship shirts will beatstake. They will also
be competing for a party platter from the

*Honorable Mention

B-League
1st Team

Subway IM game
of the week

The final IM Subway Game of the Week
is also the last intramural contest of the
year, When Don't Show Upand Sunshine
and Friends take to the rink, both will be

M.V.P: Greg Kamansky

A Residence of Healing & Hope I
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FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

If

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
• American Med School Curriculum •••Complete Your Education In 37 Months
Guaranteed Clinical Rotations In US Hospitals

VETERINARY MEDICINE
•••American Veterinary School Curriculum +Llsted In AVMA Directory.
• We are Affiliated with US Veterinary Schools For Clinical Clerkships.
• Complete Your Education In 3 Years

vox 2,000 Ross Grads currently In Residencies or Private Practice In The U.S.A.
Approx
Acceptttlng Applications for both Schools forJuly & Nov 1993/Jan A April 1994 Semesters
/-% c c T
umveriUW

International Education Admissions, lnc

FREE
DELIVERY
anywhere on campus

XYP1)

296-0911
6110 Friars Rd. at Las Cumbres
until 1:00 am Fri. & Sat.
Midnight Sun.-Thurs.

460 West 34th Street
New York. NY, 10001
212-279-5500

LARGE
CHEESE

PIZZA!
$6.99
EXPIRES (vMM

NYPD COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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Final IM rankings

Dark Side owns
scramble golf

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Three Lefts
Attractive Nuisance
Quick Set
Grumby
Sigma Chi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC FOOTBALL
NoKaOi
Something Fierce
Phi Kapps
Team Bozo
Thorns and Roses

MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS *
1. Steve Chakmakian
2. Christian Zoller
3. Brian Davis
4. Chris Skibba
5. Stefan Vandersteen

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Little Men/Big Sticks
Betrayed
Huuuge Maulers
Lost and Found
Dark Side

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
1. Once Again
2. Last Chance
3. Phi Slam ma Jamma
4. Minority's Corp
5. Chronic Freaks

MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER *
1. Don't Show Up
2. Sunshine and Friends
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Clown Patrol II
5. Sigma Chi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Delta Sigma Pi
Boomer's Skeletons
Scorin' W/ the Babes
Clown Patrol
Kick N' the Balls

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
1. 3rd West Crew
2. Phi Kappa Theta
3. 5th Year/Still Here
4. Cadence of Silk
5. Money

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Three Peat
2. Punch and Judy
3. Bats N' Balls
4. Balls in the Bushes
5. Go Deep

1.
2.
3.
4.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Three Beans and a Pod
Turtle Puffs
5 Pack
Sandpipers

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
1. F.B.I.
2. Business Prophets
3. Sports Center
4. Arts and Sciences
5. Not Letting You In

*Pending the outcome of the championship
matches.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Candy Coated Clowns
Oedipus Complex II
Heavy Gumbo
3 1/2 Beans/White Rice
Going to the Show

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Sigma Chi
Outa Detox
Conquistadors
Puke Dady's
The Freshman

CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
1. Safe Sets
2. Set to Kill
3. Hopz
4. Last Clear Chance
5. Simpsons
CO-REC WATER POLO
1. Sea Dogs
2. Cobra II
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Get In the Ring II

For the second time in as many semesters,
J.D. Choy and Bill Moore, The Dark Side,
teamed to take the Scramble Golf Tourna
ment. The duo turned in an impressive score
of 51, seven under par to take the title.
Actually, The Dark Side had to share the
title with the Delta Tau Delta team of Colin
Smith and Mike Bosmon. Both squads had
chances to win outright but had to settle for
pars on the final four holes.
In third place, three shots back, were Mike
Kwee and Charles Campbell. Frank Walsh
and Dave Bergman were the only other team
under par. They finished with a two under,
56.
There is no truth to the rumor that CarL
Ceja is being sent to a remedial golf cart
driving school.

Chakmakian
advances to finals

Final fraternity
standings
L Delta Tan Delta
2.
3. Sigma Pi
4. Sit

Tennis playoffs continued last week with
theA-league semifinals. SteveChakmakian
showed no mercy to his doubles partner as he
trounced Chris Skibba 6-0, 6-1. On the
other side of the bracket, Christian Zoller
knocked off the defending champ, Bryan
Davis, 2-6, 7-5,6-1. The winners advanced
to Tuesday's championship match, but re
sults were not available at press time.
In the B-league Mike Brueckel took the
championship when Mark Hazeltine was
forced to default.

57
49
30
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Sports Staff Needed
If you are interested in contributing to the Sports
Section of the newspaper next year, come down and
talk to us. We are looking for writers, editors, photog
raphers and correspondents. If you want to work on
the IM section then please contact Andy Berg in the
IM office at x4533. The IM department is looking for
writers and an IM editor.
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Bill McGowan is and always will be the IRISH CLOWN

ILL BEAT

Frothy Thursday
May 6, 1993
page 24

Irish • Clown's • Last Issue!

Bill McGowan's

Au revoir, adios and g'bye
Bill McGowan
Soon-to-be-ex-Off Beat editor

Final Top Seven
Reasons USD is NOT worthy of Bill McGowan
7. He is socially more
I :i popular than Pres.
Hughes with the
party reviews.
6. He's personal friends
rand soulmates with the
Hostile Man.
5. He's the only "Irish
Clown" that was the
Torero.
JpBecause he was An
thony Michael Hall's
stunt double in 16
Candles.

3. His tram has dooor-todoor service and he
pays for the gas.
2. Because he attended
and got obliverated at
the Alpha Phi senior
| send-off.
1. Because he is Bill
McGowan and he'll go
out with ANYONE!
x2790. (Hurry — there
are only 2 weeks left!)
(compiled by Mele & Monica)

Editors for

Off Beat proudly presents the
Off Beat editors for next
year: Joe "the Off Beat God
father" Brenckle, Esteban
"Toon Stud" del Rio and Jen
"Heavenly Sense" Hardin.
Ed. note: Jen Hardin is an
Alpha Phi. This probably
means the end of Alpha Phi
slams. To all of you who
enjoyed my bags on Alpha
Phi, sorry. Jen is way too
funny to pass up. These are
all truly great and funny
people. So, get psyched for
another great year of Off
Beat.

next year

This is the last issue for yours truly Bill
McGowan as Off Beat editor. I'm graduating
and moving on to bigger and better things (or
so I like to think.) I was thinking how should
my last article go. I thought about a tearjerker
giving intimate details about my life up tothis
point but I decided against it because my life
is too funny to go into. Instead I thought I'd
start off by thanking all the people that made
Off Beat great this year. I'd like to start with
me. Thanks, Bill. You know you are truly a
great guy. I mean not only are you funny and
good looking (even if Alison and her room
mate don't want to go out with you) but you
also have a great personality. All of these
combined make you a truly great person.
Maybe someday I'll run for President on

these qualifications. Oh, I guess Reagan al
ready did that.
I'd also like to thank Nanci Hibschman for
her undying wit, endless humor and of course
red hair. I'd like to thank Esteban del Rio for
his great cartoons and his assistance in our
endless searches for the ultimate babes. And
to thank my editors for a week Adeeeeena,
Shannon and Kim. My roommate and staff
writer Erik Hennings for the late night advis
ing sessions about what's funny and what
not. And all my other writers out there too
numerous to name. Please come back and
write again! Also, Kid Cuervo for being my
correspondent on the outside world. Mario
Lopez and Mike Ward for making me laugh
with theirconservative views. Diana the Grille
worker for her kind and friendly service.
Jerry Watson for his tireless dedication to a
section noone reads (except for Flu's Views).
David Sullivan for his weekly critiques. I'd

like to thank and brownnose Art Hughes for
his sense of humor and leadership of the
greatest university on Earth, USD. And, of
course, Hanes underwear for never-ending
elastic support and Trojans for protection.
But most of all I'd like to thank the Alpha
Phi sorority for making my semester great..
Your lack of any sense of humor and constant
bitching about what a mean, evil and Satanic
person I am have proved to me that I was
worthy in bagging on you. Never forget to
not take me or my section seriously. Besides
you gals throw one heck of a good date dash/
Senior send-off!
I really have enjoyed making USD laugh
this last year. I will miss being the Irish
Clown. Off Beat has truly made my years at
USD the best Neverforget the Off Beat Tram
lives forever in your heart as well as my
phone number. I'm Bill McGowan. I'll
go out with you! x2790.

Hostile Man's official

Revised Top One
Finest Sorority
List
(This list to be
read by Gamma
Phis only)
1. Gamma Phi
(The preceding is
for my friend
Shannon Bilbray.
She cried and
cried and cried
about how Gamma
Phi was third on
the original list.)
Revised Top One
Finest SororityList
(This list to be
read by Zetas only)
1. Zeta Tau Alpha
(The preceding is
for my friends
Dawn, Nicki and
Carey.)

Party reviews, bra!

Alpha Phi senior send-off: Bill McGowan showed and had a great time. It took him Friday to recover.
Thanks Monica, Mele, Kim and Kasey. Hostile rating of 4 - 1 for the 'tude from a couple of 'em. Hostile
rating of 3,6™.' (g) (g)(g)
Tail gate party on Friday at the Murph: Another Irish Clown attended event. This was a great time. The
volleyball really had many uses. Many babes, studs and beers. Hostile rating of 4. bra!
Zeta formal: Hasn't happened yet, but since I'll be there with the Zeta babes Nicki, Carey and my date
Dawn. Future Hostile rating of 4.25, bra!
AKPsi thing in BFE: Cool '50s theme, took a while to get going, but the DJ played some of the best
lostile tunes. Bonus for girls in tight black body suits with junk in the trunk. Hostile rating of 3.5, homes!
La Mirage party on Friday: Keg went pretty fast for the amount of people there. Host managed to get
some play but that was about it. Who was that cheerleader girl? Hostile rating: 3, bra'

®©<2>

Soccer thang: Nice ratio. But the girls were sportin' 'tudes. Hostile Man nearly escapes death from dart
shot at head. Hostile rating of 2.5, dude!
Rugby thing: Much friendlier girls. But the guys were a bit rowdy at times. Hostile Man would have ran
the pool table if the people ahead of him wouldn't have played a game lasting 3.6 hours. Hostile rating of
3.5, guy!
lostile Man announce the Party of the Year and the Partiers of the Year awards:
Party of the year: The lovely ladies of Alpha Delta Pi received a 4.5 rating on their "Babes and bikers"
late dash. No one bettered that all year in our expert opinion. Congratulations to ADPi. You're all
beautiful, bra!
/• «\
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Partiers of the year-According to Off Beat Party Review code 12, section 564.893, subsection A, article
XVI, part 5 partiers of the year automatically goes to the Party reviewers for going to all the parties.
Congratulations to the Party Reviewers, you are the partiers of the year!

Future plans
Erik Hennings
Off Beat Process Server

As the end of the year approaches, you won
der... "What the hell to do now?" What I'm
talking about is now that four years has been
spent learning how to evade professors, drink
heavily and still convince yourself you are
building an immunity to alcohol, where is
that going to get you in the "real world"?
Well if you think I have any answers for you,
its time you grew up. Who do you think I am?
Anyways, one rule I try to live my life by is

that the secret to life is just "One Thing", and
nothing else matters. It's too bad that most of
us haven't yet realized that the one thing is
not ourselves. Oh well, that's what grad
school is for I guess.
As far as friends go, we no longer have to
be fake to the people we can't stand. Now we
can call ourselves brave and make a feeble
attempt to convince ourselves that we are just
not going to stand for any more crap, when in
fact we had been all year. The people that we
never spoke to will be close to us, and the
people we called friends are now plotting our
business takeover. The times are confusing,

and you realize that yes, YOUAREALONE!
Nice thought? Well suck it up, it's reality!
As far as a career goes, how do you hon
estly think you are going to find it roaming
the vast lands of Europe? Comeon! Who has
been lying to you?
All I have to say is that there is nothing you
can do to control the inevitable, so DEAL
WITH IT, move on, and enjoy life. It's really
worth it.
BEST OF LUCK SENIORS!!!!! CON
GRATULATIONS!!!!!
Ed. note: Thanks, Erik I will get you
back for this!

May 23,1993 — Partytime
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Fan Appreciation Page

Bill McGowan that handsome studly man with his big
gest fans Cynthia and Kari and holding another award
winning Off Beat.

Off Beat Fans of the Year
Cynthia Muklewicz and Kari Palko have Bill McGowan in my sculpture class and I
been named Off Beat fans of the year. How even have poster of Bill from a picture I
did they beat the thousands who have wanted took."
this award? By worshipping the ground I
Not to be one upped, Kari said, "I can tell
walk on and kissing my feet It also helps to you all the Top Seven lists and all the ways
be friends of mine. Upon being notified that Bill McGowan has modified "Recycle the
they had won this awe-inspiring award they VISTA." "Wow," I said, "both of you really
went into hysterics and almost destroyed are fanatics."They said, simultaneously, "Yes
every desk in theVISTA office. Cynthia said, and we'd love to go out with you." Thanks
"No, you don't understand I made a bust of Cynthia and Kari!

Off Beat T-shirts have sold out!
Friday, May 7 (tommorow) is
Off Beat T-shirt day!

All you great irole wtw ewn one - wear it!

i

Bill McGowan and Dr. Plovanich with the
only T-shirt she'll ever wear again: The
Off Beat T-shirt!

Off Beat Faculty Person of the Year
Dr. Patricia Plovanich has earned Off
Beat's faculty personof the year award. Sorry
Art, maybe next year but thanks for your
application and resuml. How did Dr.
Plovanich beat out Art Hughes for this pres
tigious award? By constantly praising Off
Beat and especially me, Bill McGowan. As
Dr. Plovanich put it, "Bill you bring your
L.A. style humor to a place where I thought
there was no humor." (Alison and her room
mate could learn a couple lessons about prais
ing me) Anyway, Dr. Plovanich was elated to

be elected Off Beat faculty person of the year
and saidshe would love togo out with meand
she would buy two Off Beat T-shirts. Among
her greatestdisappointments in life,not being
able to ride the Off Beat Tram wasa huge one.
She did, however, make a bid for an
undiscloesd amount on the Off Beat Tram
(See ad on this page). Upon being notified
she was Polish, much was made clear to me
and I promised to talk to her slowly using
simpleEnglish. Thanks Dr. Plovanich, you're
a real sport.

Thanks for laughing,
The Irish Clown

A page from Art Hughes' Yearbook

Off Beat Tram For Sale

l
9

Off Beat Tram for sale: '85 Turbo Tercel, good cond, nice eng, good int, seats 40, rec
use, auto, window AC, PB, PS, Tuibo/nitrous $10,500 obo Call x2790. If female,
driver will go out with you!

Bill McGowan is offically
raising his standards:
I'm Bill McGowan, there is not a
snow-ball's chance in hell that I'll go
out with you! x2790 (Call me, any
way. So, I know you're alive.)

Off Beat forever • 26

Seductively pet the VISTA

August 14,1971

Hostile Man's
Top Seven Page
Top Sevens Old and New

Reasons how Bill McGowan
managed to remain Off Beat
editor for yet another semester;
7. Overwhelming abundance of
fan letters — mostly death
threats.
6. Beg. Beg. Beg.
5. Frequent pilgrimages to
Mecca.
4. Substantially large donation
to VISTA fund.
3. Agreed to hold first annual
VISTA Beerfest.
2. Striking resemblance to MAD
magazine's Alfred E.Neuman -special thanks to the "Looks
aren't everything" Club.
1. Secret ties to the Irish
Republican Army.

Reasons H<
llii mm
m

men.
5. This is the "90s, we recycle
!§*-pur ideas.
4. •

3. Pee Wee Hermanwas not
available.
2, He is a lot happier than the
' VISTA staff.

Hi

Reasons why USD men have
their heads up their butts:
7. Can't find the tweezers.
6. Never was removed during
childhood.
5. Know USD women are too
good for them.
4. Never received "Big Wheel" as
a boy.
3. Insecure about their length.
2. Afraid their voice might
change if it's removed.
1. Write it off as "beer constipa
tion."
up:
7. Because.
6. Beemer's in the shop.
5. Daddy's check got lost in the
mail.
4. Constant PMS.
3. Need an edge with 3-to*lgirl- to-guy-ratio.
2. They are simply hiding their
insecurities about them
selves.
1. Step-mom got a new fur
;
coat and they didn't.

Valentine come on lines:
7. It's the only thing that the
IRS doesn't take from you.
6. It's safer.
5. Victoria Secret summer
catalog

7. In the '80s, the GNP rose two
percent over the calculated
quarterly without taking into
account consumer price in
dex.
6. Hurry, let's go back to my
place before the alcohol wears
off.
5. What's a nice girl like you do
ing, for $25, in a place like
this?
4. You come here often?
3. "Hi, I'm Bill McGowan."
2. "Hi, I'm a
." (Fill in
appropiate Greek letters.)
1. You know what would look
good on you? Me.

Things you don't want ot hear on
a first date:

Reasons the Tram is never
there when you need it,

7. I think my best qualities are:
Fm intelligent, serious, and I
have excessive body hair.
6. I'm all for Women's Lib, that is
why I didn't bring my wallet.
5. Later tonight, will you help me
pop the boil on my back?
4. My ex told me I have simple
chronic halitosis, I don't know
what that is, do you?
3. Sorry I took so long in the
bathroom, I was masturbating.
2. Does this look infectious to
you?
1. Hi, My name is Bill McGowan,
the Irish Clown.

7. Communist plot.
6. Not made with genuine GM
parts.
5. Doesn't have the Good
Housekeeping seal of ap
proval.
4. Bill McGowan's ego fogs up
window.
3. Constant fear that if tram
arrives on time at any stop,
they may have to keep up
the standard.
2. Tram drivers constantly
giving friends joyrides down
Goshen.
I. Tram drivers easily confused
by complicated tram route.

Leave it to beaver quotes:
M x |§M|
•
• I
7, Mr. Cleaver; T think basketit

6. Wally: "Dad, I just wanted to
warn you before youjump
on the Beaver."
5,Mrs. Cleaver:"Wally, Fm
worried about my littleJ:;
Beaver being out in the

,aij

m

' about you,Wally, but I think

Beaver is kind of neat."
2. Wally: "Gee. Mom, don't you
think the Beaver is getting
bigger?"
1. Beaver: "Gee gosh, Dad, I
think that I'm getting too
old for goodnight kisses."

Reasons Bill McGowan stopped
bagging on Alpha Phi:
7. After 40 or 50 times the joke
gets old.
6. It's really bad for my karma.
5. I don't remember most of their
senior send-off.
4. Fear they might get a sense of
humor.
3. Kim, Kasey, Kim K., Mele,
Monica and Cindy proved to
me that not all Alpha Phis are
the same.
2. I'm really using reverse psy
chology, and in fact, I'm really,
madly in love with Paulette.
1. I fear retribution and Fm
really sorry. NOT!

Reasons USD doesn't observe
President's Day:
7. Is Clinton worth an entire
day?
6. Kennedy was the only
Catholic president and They
shot him.
5. Secular holidays are for
monkeys.

3. We get five weeks off for
Jesus' birthday. What more do
you want?
2, Washington wasn't Catholic,
1. Art Hughes isn't dead yet.
Reasons why the Tram was
replaced by the Van Tram:
14. Complaints by sorority girls
that "like, their hair was,
like, getting, like, messed up"
with the old tram.
13. Made oversized TRAM sign
and didn't know what to do
with it.
12. Tram is being refurbished
with a new, more aerody
namic body, dual overhead
cam engine and mag wheels.
11. Tram making an appearance
at the Super Bowl o'
Motocross.
10. Van Tram rhymes with Van
Damme.
9. Hit one speed bump too
many.
8. Fatal accident with palm tree
along Marian Way.
7. Fear that Off Beat Tram will
make its triumphant return.
6. Sick of fat sorority girls who
think they're skinny that sit
in the back.
5. Went on strike due to huge
egos.
4. Was converted into an RV
to boost popularity of ASsponsored events
3. Traded to Minnesota for two
infielders and a player to be
named later.
2. Left early to go to Lauderdale
for Spring Break to chase
babe trams.
1. Went on sabbatical to redis
cover itself.

Write your own Top Seven here! Send it to family and friends.

7.

4.
3.

6.
Rohatyn is God!

5,

I.
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Draw on the VISTA

October 14,1973
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H A IF IP y TR AIIIL s
The VISTA would
like to bid farewell to
the graduating

CLASS OF

The VISTA will return in
the Fall. We look forward
to hearing from you.

FEATURE REVIEW

B

Johnny Clegg & Savuka
produce a unique sound a la
Paul Simon.

hothouse flowers

ALBUM REVIEWS
Radiohead, Hothouse Flow
ers, Eldergardens and yes,
Warren Haynes.

'

DANCE
Sushi features a new dance
for you to step up to this
month.

CONCERTS
Living Colour will be play
ing Iguana's nightclub with
Bad Brains on Saturday.

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment

May 6,1993

Recycle the VISTA

B • Outlook

Clegg and Savuka: Plight of the innovators
Matt Morgan
StaffWriter

Innovation has a name, and it is Johnny Gegg and Savuka.
A few years ago, Paul Simon won accolades for his album Graceland, which featured South
African musiciansand a certain "sound" that to
this day isnot often employed. Gose inspection
of Graceland s credits reveal, among others,
the name Johnny Gegg.
It's no wonder.The South Africansongwriter
has had plenty of experience with crossing
different styles of music through work with his
band Savuka (a Zulu phrase for "we have
arisen"). It is ironic that it would takea Western
musician like Simon to popularize African
music when Gegg has been quietly doing the
same thing for over a decade.
Having grown up in predominately Zulu
neighborhoods of South Africa,Johnny Gegg
was imbued witha sense of the political condi
tions of his homeland from an early age. He
mastered the Zulu language and traditional
dances, and worked for many yearsasan active
opponent of Apartheid. In 1983, Gegg met
African musician / activist Sipho Mchunu, and
shortly thereafter, the pair formed the band Juluka with a collection of Zul u singers and dancers. Their
politically charged lyrics made waves throughout South Africa,and eventually wereprohibited from
radio play by the minority white government.
Undaunted by the oppressive South African radio, the band encountered better luck with European
audiences, and constantly expanded its unique musical palette as itadopted the various musical styles
of the world. Gegg took his musical ideasand experiences with him when he formed the band Savuka
out of the ashes of the dissolved Juluka in 1986.
While Juluka had released several albums on theEuropean market,little of theseminal band'swok
ever arrived on American shores. It is in this respect that Savuka is more successful than its
predecessor ever was. Signed to Capitol Records in 1987 in the wake of the immensely successful
Graceland Johnny Geggand Savukahavereleasedfivealbums inasmany years:ThirdWorld Child
(1987), Shadow Man (1988), Cruel Crazy Beautiful World (1990), Sounds OfSoweto (1992) and the
new album, Heat Dust and Dreams (1993). Capitol has also begun to offer albums by Juluka on its
Rhythm Safari branch.
"I havealways sought to crass and mix music from different cultures," said Clegg of Heat Dust
and Dreams."This album explores the Zulu-English-Celtic-Rock mixture."
While Gegg's music remains one of the most consistently innovative styles around, the fact
remains that many people will only stare blankly at mention of thename''Johnny Clegg and Savuka."
With the new album, though the band stands to overcome this lack of recognition onceand for all.
The band blendsZulu and English lyricsand harmony with a uniqueblend of Eastern and Westem
folk, pop, rock and reggae music,among numerous other influences.Gegg has the furtherdistinction

Hothouse Flowers
Songs FromThe Rain
London
••1/2
Hmmm. Not bad. But not good, either. Or is it?
The eclectic Irish quintet lefta tough act to follow
when they recorded 1990's breakthrough album
Home,whichwhilestrongin original material,also
boastedastellar rendition of the easy listeningradio
staple, "I Can See dearly Now." With Hothouse
Rowers' new tekaseSongsFromThe Rain, how
ever, the band at first glance appears to have fallen
victim to the old music industry pitfallof inconsis
tency. In other wads, a band might record a great
album one year,only to fall flaton itscollective face
with the follow upalbum the next year.
Lyrically, vocalist Liam O'Maonlai and com
pany havenothingto wony about Songs like"One
Tongue,""Gypsy Fair,"and the first single "Thing
of Beauty" are prime examples of the lyrical
complexity that is the hallmark of much of the
'Rowers wok.O'Maonlai writes in "Gypsy Fair":
"Arecoffeestains the total/of thecotorof mymind/
I see a plane-1look up and wonder/if itshould be
flying...."
It is with respect to the music that Songs From
The Rain is lacking.The main problem is that there
isagenerallackofdiversityon the album, both in
terms of mood and speed of the songs. The album
has the feel ofasurrealistic wakingdream; there is
just enough instrumentation to make the listener
cognizantofbeingawake.butgenerallynotenough
music tocut through thegraymatterofthe mindand
keep one "sharply alert" In other words, its

"goosebump factor" is relatively low.Songs From
The Rain opens with the fuzzy "This Is It (Your
Soul),"vaguely remnoscient of the Doors,and with
the possible exceptions of "Thing Of Beauty" and
"One Tongue," meanders through its 51 minutes
almost without notice.
This is not tosay that the album is inherently bad.
Someone expecting a repeat of Home will be
disappointed at Songs' dark mood, but the album
does grow on you after a few listens. The title is
fitting rain'sassociative imagery isdarkanddrcary,
as is much of the music on the album (lyrics
excepted). In this respect,Hothouse Flowersare the
polar opposite of someone like, say, Morrissey.
While he sings lyrically morbid songs in a musi
cally upbeat fashion, the 'Rowerscan be accused
of playing lyrically upbeat songs in a musically
morbid fashion.
Songs From Trie Rain isa good album onceone
gets used to it. How quickly that occurs depends
upon how open minded the listener is, but it
deservesa chance to beheard. It will be available in
the MusicListening Loungefa one week. Oieck
it out and decide for yourself. —-Matt Morgan

Radiohead
Pablo Honey
Capitol Records
••
Relyingonthecurrentsingle"Creep,"Radiohead,
from Oxford, UJC, may or may not be a band on
the veigeofbreaking big. While"Creep"has been

of being one of the few white South Africans to have mastered traditional Zulu language and dance
patterns. The band'smusic is magnetic and instantly compelling. Lyrically, Gegg uses thesongs to
criticize Apartheid and other situations in his homeland. Unlike other "political" bands, though
Johnny Gegg and Savuka are not preachy orpretentious, and as such do not wearout their welcome
with the listener.
The band did not really receive much attention from the record buying public, though, until 1990s
breakthrough album, Cruel Crazy Beautiful World. The title song received a fair amount of radio
play on alternative stations, and the band made appearances on such programs as "The Tonight
Show,""Late Night" and "Saturday NightLive."The song "Scatlerlings Of Africa"from the band's
debut album alsowas featured in the film "Rain Man." Despite
all of this, the band remained in relative obscurity. The band's
music hasbecome more Westernized and more accessible with
each ensuing album, and Heat Dust and Dreams is the most
accessible yet
"My music hasalways made a demand on the listener," said
Gegg. "[Heat Dust and Dreams] was inspired by the adage,
'It's easy to write a difficult, complex song but much harder to
write a simple, convincing one. It says it's no longer practical
to gripe about the problems [of the world]; it's better to look at
the skyline [for solutions]."
Heat Dust and Dreams succeeds in this goal; it is a bit
different from any of the band's earlier albums in the sense that
|the songs,collectively, are more concerned with resolution of
^ problems than with the existence of the problems themselves.
J The song "Inevitable Consequence of Progress" for instance,
|explores messianic Western militarism. Gegg proposes a
0 solution at the end of the song: "Live and let live / step into the
real life / step into the lifeline."
The album is both traditional and unconventional in its
inception. Itis traditional in thesense that many of the lyricsare in Zulu, implying an underlyingstress
on the importance of cultural heritage and tradition. On theother hand, the album is unconventional
by its diverse musical structure and style. "Inevitable Consequence of Progress" is explosive funk
loosely remniscient of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, whilesongs such as"TheCrossing (Osiyeza)" and
"Your Time Will Come" are ethereal and uplifting,utilizingZulu harmoniesand simpleinstrumen
tation."In My African Dream" makes use of a drum machine,lending a certain R&B feel to thesong,
while "Foreign Nights (Working Dog In Babylon)," with its electric guitars, is the closest that the
band has ever come to Western rock music.
The band's unfortunate obscurity stems largely from the fact that radio stations don't know what
to call themusic. It hasso many different faces that it doesn't fit into any of the conventional genres
common to radio. Heat Dust and Dreams may change this trend,as it is more "radio friendly" than
some of the band's previous work.Things appear tobe headed in that direction inany event. The tide
song from 1989's breakthrough album Cruel Crazy Beautiful World has appeared on no less than
four film soundtracks!
"Rock music will never set you free, but it's the closest to feeling free that you will ever get," said
Clegg. "When it does that to you, it becomes one of the most powerful forms of human expression
ever invented. Hopefully, in Heat Dust and Dreams, the message is singing while you're listening
to the music!"
Want something truly original? Listen for yourself. Both Heat Dust and Dreamsand Cruel Crazy
Beautiful World will be available in the Music Listening Lounge for one week. But be warned —
contents may be severely habit faming!

getting considerable playing time on 91X and the
accompanyingvideoisinregularrotationonMTV,
Radiohead'sdebutalbum,Tari/o 7/oney, has all the
markings of one-hit wondendom. While "Gneep"
isanexcellentsong.therestofthealbumisaverage
at best
Radiohead's hook is it's powerful guitar-ori
ented sound and its honest and depressing lyrics.
Merging some guitars with divergent sounds (in
stead of rhythm and lead guitars, they have "abu
sive" and "polite" guitars), Radiohead's sound
lives up to the description one of their press guys
gave me when he said, "They sound like, uh, na
unlike getting hit bya truck." Pleasant though that
may be, more often than not, Radiohead seems to
be running out of gas (good one, eh?).
Besides "Creep" and a few other choice num
bers,TaWo/foneyseemsintent on being mediocre.
The songs provide some decent Jesus-and MaryChain-ish tiffing that languishes between over-thetop anger and subdued gloom and doom. By
choosing tomeander between these twoextremes,
Radiohead falters on both counts. Instead of
committing to playing one way really well, they
instead choose to be diverse and unimpressive.
The one saving grace of Pablo Honey is its
wonderfully moribund lyrics. Lead singer Thorn
Yorke obviously was na handled enough as a
child, and is hell-bent on letting the world know he
isn't happy about it Every song offers loads and
loadsof sobstoriesaboutYorke's world. Whilethe
whole Morrisey bit doesn't wash over with me,
Yorke's's lyrics do offer a poignant honesty that
just might bring a tear to my eye, if I was a cryin'
man. Unlike other bittemess-fa-bucks acts out
there, the words seem real enough, even if they

didn't well upthe eyes of thisstreetwise hard-assed
mofo.
Still, if this lyrical appraisal sounds ap
pealing to you, I'd recommend saving your bucks
and buying the "Creep" single, and playing it on
your way to the next 12-step program meeting you
attend. —Sterling Collier

Warren Haynes
Tales of Ordinary Madness
Megaforce
•••1/2
Warren Haynes is no stranger to the music
industry.
Listening to Haynes' debut solo album,
Tales of Ordinary Madness, one wouldnever
think that Warren wasn't born with a guitar
in his hand. An integral member of the
Allman Brothers Band since 1989, Haynes
has often been credited with putting the life
back in the Allmans' music. One listen to
this album is all the explanation anyone
needs. Warren hooks his audience with the
opening song, "Fire In The Kitchen," and
compels them to stick around through the
album's remaining 10 songs.
Based on his experience with the Allmans,
Haynes thinks people will categorize his
See

HAYNES on page C
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Much Sldo Slbout Nothing

Concert picks
Compiled by Sterling Callier and
Trevor Bush

mid the verdant landZ1 scape above the picturesque Italian villa,
pandemonium prevails. In the
distance, a small army of men
rapidly approach. Don Pedro
(Denzel Washington), Prince of
Arragon, and his victorious men

FRIDAY

return from the war. Approaching with
Don Pedro are Benedick (Kenneth
Branagh), Don John, Don Pedro's halfbrother (Keanu Reeves) and Claudio
(Robert Sean Leonard). When the men
finally reach Leonato's (Richard Briers)
villa, warm welcomes and seducing
glances are exchanged between the
conquering warriors and fair maidensWilliam Shakespeare's mating game has
begun. Created more than 400 years ago, this Shakespearean romance is still unrivaled by any modern day love scene.
"Much Ado About Nothing" is a fast-paced but intricate tale of romantic combat and true love. A war of trust and
treachery, social graces and blatently erotic physical attraction, chastity under suspicion and marriages in jeopardy.
The plot circles around two intertwined romances. The first is between Benedick and Beatrice (Emma Thompson) who
both have huge egos and sharp wit, which leads to constant mental jousting with an underlying growth of true love,
(helped along by a little bit of manipulation by
family and friends). The second is a love at first
sight romance between Claudio and Hero (Kate
Beckinsale). This sweet romance only leads to
despair, though, when Claudio is deceived by
Don John into thinking that Hero has betrayed
him on the eve of their wedding. The whole plan
is unveiled by a drunken group of watchmen who
overhear the plan that has just unfolded. The
watchmen are lead by Dogberry (Michael
Keaton), whose mangling of the English language
provides a hilarious court scene as the conspira
tors are accused. —Trevor Bush

Sushi celebrates
11th annual Neofest
Darcle Mclntire
Staff Writer

When Sushi Performance and Visual
Art says its 11th annual Neofest will be
"provocative and edgy performance art"
you better believe that what the com
pany says is true.
About a month ago I reviewed "Black
Choreographers Moving" by Shushi, and
if I could describe it in one word,
"provacative" would be it.
Among its various performances,
Neofest will welcome back a dance
called "Cultural Odyssey," which ex
plores complex issues of racial identi
ties. One of the performers in this dance
is John Fleck, who won a Drama-Logue
award for his portrayal of a 90-year-old
woman in "The Granny at the Old Globe
Theater." He has also been seen on
"Seinfeld," "Cheers" and "Star Trek:
The Next Generation."
San Diego artist Carla Kirkwood will
perform an excerpt from a new work in
progress, "Bodies of Evidence," in which
the heroine plans to murder a relative.
She instructs one in the art of eating
oneself, piece by scrumptious piece!
Doesn't that sound delicious? (I warned
you this stuff was provacative.)
Another performance by John Fleck
combines video with live dance to ex
plore narcissism and public opinion in
the era of AIDS.

For all you "Beverly Hills 90210"
lovers (or haters), David Mills will per
form a wry piece entitled "Hillcrest
92103," in which the 90210 characters
are off to America's Finest City to es
cape post-riot trauma and the network
closet.
Also, in addition to dance, Sylvia
M'Lafi Thompson will read from "Con
firmations," an anthology of AfricanAmerican women's poetry.
Other performances will explore
sexual politics, greed in America, ag
ing, superficial happiness and an agnos
tic look at God. There will even be a
portrayal of the World Trade Center
bombing.
As you can see, the Neofest features a
plethora of serious and humbrous issues
— all of which deal in the here-and-now
and which have affected us all in some
way.
Dance may raise important issues,
individuals are free to interpret the ar
tistic performance through their personal
experiences and different viewpoints.
Neofest consists of three different
events and is playing now until May 15
on Friday and Saturday nights at 8:00.
General admission is $15. This is Sushi's
last performance at the 8th Avenue space
it has called its home since 1980. But
Sushi will continue to put on its produc
tions elsewhere.
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Continued from page B
music too quickly. "People expect a South
ern rock record," he says. "Or they expect a
guitar record. They think, 'Even if he does
sing, it won't be the focus of the album.' But
singing is what I've always done. The songs
and the voice are the focus of the record ...
with a whole lot of guitar playing going on."
Tales of Ordinary Madness does boast
influences by the Allmans, Eric Clapton,
Stevie Ray Vaughan and countless other
rock and blues legends, but at the same time
it maintains a sound and feel all its own.
Haynes' vocals, remniscentof EricClapton,
Steve Winwood, Gregg Allman and others,
are impassioned throughout the album, and
his backup band is also incredibly talented,
matching Haynes' guitar Fire note for note.
This collaboration is most effective on such
incendiary tracks as "Movers and Shakers,"
"Tattoos and Cigarettes," "Fire in the
Kitchen," and "Invisible," a song that fea
tures some of the meatiest bass grooves
around.
Part of Tales' unique sound stems from
Haynes' deep interest in early soul music,
including Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, Diana
Ross and Smokey Robinson."All I caredabout
was the singer," Haynes says of these influ
ences.'The really strongsingers really knocked
meout."Such influencesare not lostin Haynes'
music. While the album is imbued with the
sound of Southern rock and blues, it also has a
strong soul element that adds to its creativity
and aural diversity.
Warren Haynes has been one of the music
industry's best kept secrets for far too long.Tales
of Ordinary Madness is equally explosive and
lethargic, contemporary and classic. The album is
a stunning debut from an artist who is bound for
the stars. But don't take my word for it Tales of
Ordinary Madness will be available in the Music
Listening Loungefor one week.Check itout and
decide for yourself!

Helmet, the Jesus Lizard, and
Therapy?: Helmet's super-tight riffing
and pure anger come off just as well in
concert as they do on Helmet's two
albums. Openers Jesus Lizard are
great, led by the hyperactive ramblings
of insane lead singer David Yow.
Ireland's Therapy? are an impressive
act too. Don't miss this. At Iguana's, 9
p.m. Pueblo Amigo Shopping Center.
Tix $15,18 w/ID. Call 278-TIXS for
more info.

SATURDAY
Living Colour and Bad Brains:
With Vernon Reid's avant-garde guitar
past, Corey Glover's amazing choir slash
opera-rock voice, new bassist Doug
Wimbish's funk pedigree, and William
Calhoun's adreniline pumping percussions,
Living Colour is on tour with their new
release Stain. They will be playing in
Tijuana with Bad Brains (dreadlock
rastafarians who mosh to a heavy riff).
Their last two albums Vivid, and Time's
Up and their EPBiscuts has developed
one of hard rock's more invigorating
formulas, a style like no other. Ried still
plays as hard as anyone in rock, adding his
own vertuosic chops to the blues-based
tunes. Lead singer Corey Glover's singing
teeters between naked emotion and
dramatic mellodrama. And with new
bassist Doug Wimbish the band capitalizes
on his groovy thumb-slapping bass lines,
vearing away from the monotone of onenote hard rock basslines.
With a combination of Living Colour
and Bad Brains, Tijuana is going to go off.
At Iguana's, 9 p.m. Pueblo Amigo
Shopping Center, Tijuana. Tix S20,21+w/
ID. 278-TIXS.
American Music Club and the House of
Large Sizes: San Franisico's AMC
provide a nice dose of critically
acclaimed angst-rock. Give 'em a look.
At the Casbah, 9 p.m. 2812Kettner
Blvd. 2l+up w/ID. 294-9033.

WEDNESDAY
The Goo Goo Dolls and the Muffs:
My buddy Doug says the Goo Goo
Dolls a great. Go judge for yourself.
At the Pub, 8 p.m. UCSD campus.
18+w/ID. 278-TIXS.
SATURDAY, MAY 15
"YMCA Skatepark Benefit" featur
ing Fishwife, Radio Wendy, and
Custom Floor: Support local music
and skaters. Fishwife's mutant blend of
spastic hardcore-ish noise is not to be
missed. Radio Wendy comes highly
recommended, too. At the La Jolla
Firehouse, 8 p.m. 7877 Hershal
Avenue, La Jolla. 449-3344.
fluf, Uncle Joe's Big 01' Driver, and
Creedle: Great local grunge/punk
(fluO, two-chord garage rock (Uncle
Joe's...), and hideous mutant freak rock
(Creedle). At the Casbah, 9 p.m. 2812
Kettncr Blvd. 21+w/ID. 294-9033.

OOPS!!!
The
Treepeople
are from
Boisie,
Idaho. Not
North
Carolina.
Sorry
Barton.

Have A Nice Day!
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May 3, 1993

The Honorable Pete Wilson
Governor of California
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA

Dear Governor Wilson:
We, the first to love and call California our home, ask that you remember history and the trail of broken treaties.
First we lost our land, which gave us the means to survive as a self-sufficient people. Without our livelihood, we became dependent.
Ultimately, we lost dignity. We are a proud people with a noble heritage. This dependency has not been good for our people or yours.
Thanks to the revenues generated from tribal gaming we have jobs, not welfare. Our people have hope. We are learning to sing and
dance again.
We are baffled by your actions, your refusal to negotiate in good faith with the tribal governments as required by the law. We're con
fused by the continued legal barriers you erect to prevent us from exercising rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution. You
have not spoken the truth to the people. Either you do not know the facts about Indian gaming, or you do not care.
We ask the people of California to hear what the Native Americans have to say.
We do not believe the people of California wish to break another treaty with us, and a public opinion poll conducted by Field Research
Corp. confirms this. We gave copies of this poll to your staff. Californians wish us to have the dignity of a job, to have the pride that
comes from paying our way. We believe they support the rights of Indians to operate gaming on reservations as the means to fund
Indian governments and tribal needs.
You say that "the Indian Gaming Act has not benefitted Indians." How could you know? You will not even sit with us to discuss the
gaming issues. You have never even visited our casinos.
Indian gaming creates an unprecedented opportunity for tribes to end generations of poverty. Revenues from Indian gaming gross
approximately $5 billion annually, and netted over $700 million in 1991.
Today, more than 2,000 jobs created by Indian gaming in San Diego County are benefitting Indians and non-Indians alike. Combined,
the three bands here generated more than $200 million in 1992 revenues, made a payroll of $100 million, and spent another $70 mil
lion in local purchases of goods and services. In addition to reducing the welfare burden by putting people to work, the state benefits
from income, withholding and other taxes as a result of reservation gaming.
We are not asking for special privileges. We only want the state to comply with the stated purpose of the federal Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act. We are asking that you allow us to live and work on our lands, with the freedom to govern ourselves as promised by
the American people.
We were not happy with the federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, but have honored it. We sacrificed more freedom—to acknowledge
and negotiate with the states—as the price for survival. But, please remember this law does not grant the state final refusal; it pro
vides for mediation and legal recourse as the means of ensuring fairness for the tribes and respect for their jurisdictional authority.
We ask you to end attempts to pressure Congress to renege on its previous agreement by putting a ban, moratorium or new restrictions
on Indian gaming. Give us a fair deal, a level playing field. It isn't honorable to change the rules just because we have learned to play
the game.
You call tribal gaming "a boon for trial lawyers, fast-buck artists and organized crime bosses." These accusations sadden and dishon
or our tribal governments. If there are trial lawyers making money from Indian gaming, we don't know who they are. However, we
have had to invest a great percentage of earnings defending Indian rights in court to pursue economic opportunity against continual
attack and harassment by some state officials.
As for organized crime running our businesses, you insult us. The tribes have been the ones to turn over to law enforcement criminal
elements attempting to become involved. As the federal courts and Senate Indian Affairs Committee have found, there has never been
any successful attempt by organized crime to infiltrate Indian gaming.
You forget we have had more than 200 years of experience recognizing those who would cheat us and use us for illegal, or ill-gotten
gain. The tribes employ intensive background checks of all employees, private police forces and sophisticated security precautions.
Reservations are where we live. Indians do not want criminals in their neighborhoods any more than do non-Indian families.
Intensive federal regulation and vigilant and vigorous enforcement of laws by the Department of Justice where crime does occur pro
vides more safeguards.
We do not condone illegal activities. We keep our word.
Please keep yours.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Pico
Chairman
Viejas Band of Mission Indians

Daniel Tucker
Chairman
Sycuan Band of Kumeyaay Indians

*
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TPC

'/cliff
Clifford La Chappa
Chairman
Barona Band of Mission Indians

Governor Wilson and other governors are campaigning Congress to ban reservation gaming, undermining the federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 and jeopardizing
Native Americans' best immediate hope for economic survival.
Senator Daniel Inouye, Chairman of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee opens hearings on tribal gaming the week of May 31.
Please let your state and congressional representatives know that Californians expect them to honor their promise to tribal governments guaranteeing land sovereignty and the
same rights afforded state governments to engage in gaming.
Call the Viejas Tribal office at (619) 445-3810, the Sycuan Tribal office at (619) 445-2613 or the Barona Tribal office at (619) 443-6612 for more information.
Advertisement paid for by the Barona. Viejas and Sycuan Indian Reservations. P.O. Box 908 Alpine. Calif. 91903
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